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Stormy session s the pr ,.diction 
OTTAWA (CP) --  
Parliament resumes today 
fonowtng a14-week summer 
recess with many MPs spending restraints, 
edicting a stormy session 
minated by economic tentioos are likely to become 
concerns, clearer Wednesday when it 
Measures to deal with announces its legislative 
unemployment, inflation and plans for the new 
a deteriorating dollar appear • parliamentary session in the 
the top priority for both speech from the throne. 
L ibera l  government  The current session of 
strategists and opposition Parliament will end today 
parties, after MPs and Senators pass 
Prime Minister Trudeau a bill allowing an additional 
and his cabinet must decide advance polling day for the 
how to build on.a series of 15 byelections Oct. 16. 
economic restraint an- 
nouncemants made 
following the prime 
min is ter ' s  nat iona l ly -  worried about the economic 
~, Vo!ume 72 No. 195 
Four 
seats 
open 
Nomination of candidates 
for the four seats on the 
Kitimat Board of Education 
up for grabs Nov. 18 will be 
held in the municipal offices, 
270 City Centre, Tuesday, 
October 31 from 10:10 a.m. to 
12 noon. 
Polls will be held Satur- 
day, Nov. 18 from 8 a.m. to 8 
p.m. in Kitimat General 
Hospital, Lahakas Bird; the 
Anglican Church hail, 
Kingfisher Ave. ; the 
Presbyterian Church hall, 
Nalahila Blvd.; the Baptist 
Church basement, Columbia 
Ave.; and the Band Council 
....... Chamber; Kitamaat Village. ~ 
An advance poll will be 
held in the municipal offices 
November 14 to 17 from 12 
noon to 5[30 p.m. 
Donald Alexander Stewart 
has been appointed retur- 
ning officer with authority to 
appoint deputy 'returning 
officers and poll clerks. 
televised address Aug. l situation. 
wizen he promised tax cuts-- Finance Minister Jean 
s t i l l  unspec i f ied - -and  Chretien has promised a 
federal budget before 
The government's in- Christmas and is expected to 
include personal tax cuts as 
part of the package. 
Leading economic groups 
have warned that without he 
tax cuts, the government's 
spending restraints program 
will only increase current 
high levels of inflation and 
unemployment i  1979. 
The program, announced 
during the last eight weeks, 
forecasts a sliarply.reduced 
MPs from across the deficit next year--opening 
country, interviewed last the way for reduced revenue 
week, said constituents are through tax cuts. 
"There's no question about 
McGeer 
here 
today 
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it, people are talking aho7t "These are often good 
the economy and we're Liberals ayingthis and I'm 
hearing less about national having trouble coping with 
unity," said Liberal Frank the answer," he said, while 
Philbrook (Halton). emphasizing personal 
The southern Ontario MP support for the prime 
said he is anxious to discuss minister. 
the question of government John Fraser (PC-- 
restraint in the coming Vancouver South) said 
session. 
Quebec Liberal Hal economic insecurity is 
responsible for a general 
Herbert (Vaudreuil) agreed, anti-government mood 
saying most of his 140,000 among his constituents. 
constituents--half English 
and half French--are talking "It's gone beyond an anti- 
about he economy. Trudcau sentiment," he 
However, Herbert added said. 
'that criticism of Trudeau's 
leadership has grown in he business community 
recent months "although I made constant complaints 
can't put my finger on why," about the lack of economic 
1 
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Dr. Pat McGeer, Minister 
Education~provincial will be in 
Terrace today to discuss 
rations aspects of education 
with the Northwest Com- 
munity college staff and the 
local school board, District 
McGeer will hold a press 
conference at the college at 
5:30 p.m. during which it is 
anticipated that he will 
¢comment on the recent 
resolution by the Union of 
British Columbia 
Municipalities that the 
funding for community 
colleges be assumed totally 
by the province. 
The minister is bringing 
with him the Deputy 
minister and associate 
deputy minister to an- 
swertschnical questions. 
Including the visit next 
week by Environment 
Minister Jim Nielsen, this 
will be the fourth visit by a 
provincial cabinet minister 
to Terrace with the last four 
weeks. 
r 
decisionmaking by Ottawa, 
Fraser said. 
Progressive Conservative 
Jim McGrath (St. John's 
East) said economic 
problems in the rest of the 
country usually are com. 
pounded in Newfoundland. 
"The economic question 
has to be the priority in this 
session," McGrath said, 
singling out unemployment 
as the biggest local concern. 
'Tve never seen so many 
young graduates who ere 
unable to find jobs although 
they seem determined to 
stay in the area because of a 
feeling of promise in the 
future." 
Jack Murta (PC--Lisgar) 
said the unsettling effect of 
the economic slowdown has 
been evidenced by many 
businesses postponing ex- 
Pansion plans. 
Murta, whose Manitoba 
riding is largely 
agricultural, said that 
although farmers have had a 
good crop year, there is 
widespread concern over 
future prospects. 
A Pring general election, 
already promised by 
Trudeau, also has con- 
~ributed to a mood of con- 
frontation among govern- 
ment and oppostion IMPs. 
Walter Baker, Con- 
servative House leader, said 
in a statement it is up to the 
government whether the 
session becomes 
acrimonious. 
Many Other MPs said "We want the economic 
government proposals to problems of this country to 
amend the constitution have be confronted by a strong iii~:~ 
started to become a government with a strong :~i+! 
grassroots i sue, especially mandate. We don't want a t0- ~., 
changes to the Senate and month election campaign," 
the role of the monarchy. Baker said. 
RUPERT STEEL & SALVAGE LTD. 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL METALS & BATTERIES 
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OPEN TIL 5 p.m. 
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Lebanese truce 
ends b loodshed 
str icken neighborhood 
Monday that if the SyriaY.: 
use the ¢easefire to resupply 
their units in Lebanon, the 
Christian militias will open 
fire on the convoys, 
The ceasefire followed a 
United Nations Security 
Council resolution that 
appealed for Moslem- 
Christian reconciliation in 
the Mediterranean country 
Carter to open 
mid-east talks 
BEIRUT (AP)  - -  A 
SyrianChristian ceasefire in 
Lebanon generally held in its 
second full day Monday, 
keeping more blood from 
spilling into the streets of 
Beirut. 
Meanwhile, Lebanese 
President Elias Sarkis 
headed for Saudi Arabia to 
try to drum up Saudi support 
for a permanent truce after 
three days of talks in 
Damascus with Syrian 
President Hafez Assad that 
here Thursday, a White 
House official announced 
Carter will participate in 
before they sign a peace 
treaty. 
"Both sides are very ex- 
perienced in war, but this is 
the first time we are dealing 
in peace treaties," Weizman 
told reporters in Tel Aviv as 
he prepared to leave for the 
Washington conference. "We 
have lots of detail ... a lot on 
the essence of good neigh- 
borliness." 
Although some members 
of the Israeli and Egyptian 
delegations have said they 
led to the temporary 
ceasefire Saturday. He WASHINGTON (AP)' -- 
planned tripe to Sudan and .President Carter will.take 
the United Arab Emirates part in the opening of the 
before returning to Egyptian-Israeli peace talks 
Damascus. 
Assad told reporters that 
Sarkis will seek Arab en- Monday. 
dersement of the "ideas we 
have agreed upon and then the opening of the conference 
return to Damascus o that of defence and foreign 
we can put them into final ministers "to underline the 
shape." .-- importance that we 
R ight i s t  Chr i s t ian  (Americans) place on it and 
spokesmen here accused the our continuing role in it," the 
Syrian forces of maintaining official said. 
These two Kitimat youngsters get some pointers 
from Dad as they try their luck angling for the 
big one. Herald editor snapped the trio on a 
recent saturday morning taunt to explore local 
fishln¢l holes. 
Constant vigilance 
fireman's warning 
Test tube baby 
now doing well 
a tight food blockade on 
Christian enclaves in the 
Lebanese capital, routing 
supply vehicles from all 
directions. But reporters 
observed vehicles entering 
the Christian sector across 
bridges in the north. 
The right-wing Voice of 
Lebanon radio charged 
Syrian troops violated the 
truce by shelling the coastal 
highway just north of the 
Christian sector of Beirut. 
This is fire prevention week in Terrace. 
That does not mean that every other week 
in the year is not fire prevention week, only 
that special emphasis is placed on methods 
on fire prevention this week. 
High on the list of things to watch out for, 
is the collection of oily rags which can ignite 
spontaneously if left in a covered container. 
Terrace residents have been reasonably 
lucky as far as fire's are concerned, says 
Fire Chief Cliff Best. 
"Most residents are very good regarding 
fire prevention but constant vigilance • is 
required," Chief Best said. 
The fire department at Terrace airport is 
planning an open house and demonstration 
at the firehall at the airport next Friday and 
Saturday. 
On Fiqday local school children will at. 
tend, accompanied by their teachers, as the 
firemen display their methods of handling 
an emergency if a plane should crssh. 
Saturday a general open house will be 
held.. 
CALCUTTA, India (AP) -- 
Durga Agarwal, the world's 
second known "test.tube delivering a normal baby." 
baby," is in good health and "I have advised them to 
behaving normally, a submit a detailed scientific 
spokesman at Calcutta's acount to a proper forum," 
Bellevue nursing home said Dr. Chettri said. "If what 
Monday. they have achieved stands 
The infant, born last proper scientific scrutiny, 
Tuesday, contracted a slight their work will be considered 
The radio gave no casualty 
body, successfully tran- count following the alleged 
ferring the embryo and shelling, hut said seven 
persons were killed and 17 
others wounded Sunday and 
early Monday by Syrian 
snipers, 
Most of the sniping was 
said to have been directed 
against traffic over the 
Qarantina Bridge, on the 
case of jaundice Saturday 
but recovered fully and "now 
has no complaint what- 
soever," the spokesman 
said. 
Dr. Mani Chottri, chief of 
West Bengal state's health 
services, said Monday he 
was satisfied with a 
preliminary report on the 
birth given him by the three 
researchers esponsible for 
the laboratory, conception. 
Dr. Chettri praised their 
work and said he feels "they 
have made a breakthrough 
and applied a novel method 
in fertilizing ova outside the 
a positive contribution to northeastern outskirts of the 
science, considering par- Christian sector of Beirut. 
ticularly the inadequate r - Beirut police said 65 bodies 
search facilities available in 
this country and the odds 
they had to overcome." 
The team, Seroj Kanti 
Bhattacharya, Subhash 
Mukherjee and Sunit 
Mukherjee, said beause they 
lacked advanced equipment 
they were forced to devise a 
technique different from the 
one that resulted in the birth 
in Britain on July 25 of 
Louise Brown, believed to be 
the world's first baby con. 
ceived outside the human 
body. 
of Lebanese civilians have 
been dug out of the rubble 
from shelled buildings ince 
the truce, and said Syrian 
i'ockets, arti l lery and 
machine-guns killed 1,300 
Lebanese and wounded more 
than 2,000 in the 10 days of 
heavy fighting before the 
cnasefire. Syria has not re- 
ported its casualties. 
Former Lebanese 
President Camille Chamoun, 
over-all eader of the right- 
wing Christian front, told 
reporters as he toured his 
The official, who declined 
to be identified, also left open 
the possibility that the U.S. 
president will meet at the 
White House with members 
of the Israeli and Egyptian 
delegations before the start 
of the session. 
Israeli Defence Minister 
Ezer Weizman said Monday 
that Israel and Egypt have 
expect the peace talks to last 
two or three weeks, the 
White House official said: 
"That is not something we 
can control." 
Frameworks for the peace 
treaty were announced Sept. 
17 by Carter, Israeli Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin 
and Egyptian President 
Anwar Sndat after 13 days of 
intense negotiations atCamp 
"lots of detail" to negotiate .David, Md. 
THREATENS VIOLENCE 
Radical rabbi 
vows resistance 
JERUSALI~M (AP) -- 
Rabbi Meir Kahane, founder 
of the Jewish Detente 
League, said Monday he 
plans armed resistance to 
counter a Camp David 
agreement o set up an 
autonomous Palestinian 
zone on the West Bank of the 
Jordan River. 
"There will not be Arab 
autonomy in Eretz Israel," 
Kahane told a news con- 
ference, referring to the 
biblical name and borders of 
Israel, which include the 
West Bank. 
"We intend to use arms to 
ensure that the agreement to
create an autonomous region 
for Arabs will not come into 
effect," he said. 
Kahane, who has severed 
formal links with the 
militant organization he 
built in the 1960s, leads a 
small group of Israeli 
rightists who favor an- 
nexation of the West Bank 
and expulsion of the 
Paiestinians. 
lie said that under the plan 
Io dismantle the Israeli 
military government on the 
West Bank, his settlers will 
have a free hand because 
fl~ey will be able to build new 
Jewish settlements without 
Israeli troops to block them. 
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Cardinals to vote for new pope Sunday 
VATICAN CITY (AP) -- Catholic Churchin the period 
ll~Zlm (~U~k~. aMdlIMdl between popes, decided that 
will cast heir first-ballots for the 111 cardinal-electors will 
a new pope next Sunday, the Precede the secret condave 
Vatican announced Monday. Saturday by tly 
The dean of the College of celebrating a mass in St. 
Card ina ls ,  re f lec t ing  Peter's Basilica at 10 a .m.  
local time (5 a.m. EDT), widespread sentiment, was 
qunted in a newspaper in- 
terview as predicting the 
election will be brief and 
easy. 
The congregation f cardi- 
nals, running the Roman 
calling on the Holy Spirit to 
help them elect a pope. 
At 4:30 p.m., the princes of 
the church will form a 
procession and file into the 
Renaissance splendor of the 
Sistine Chapel, the door 
locking behind them. They. 
begin balloting the following 
morning. 
The conclave procedure 
will largely be a rerun of the 
one in August that elected 
Albino Cardinal Luciani, the 
humble son of a bricklayer 
from the Dolomite Alps of 
northeastern Italy. Pope 
John Paul I, the 263rd pope 
and leader of the world's 700 
million Roman Catholics, 
died of a heart attack Se~. 
28 after a reign of only "34 
days. 
On Sunday morning, the 
cardinals will celebrate 
mass in the three chapels in 
the conclave area. Two 
rounds of voting are 
scheduled later that mor- 
ning, followed by two more 
in the afternoon. Election of 
a pope requires a vote of 
twothirds plus one. 
The statemen! by Ihe 
college dean, Carlo Cardinal 
• Confalonieri, n an in!erview 
with the Rome newspaper I1
Tempo, appeared toindicate 
that the cardinal-electors 
have developed a consensus 
of sorts on the kind of pope 
they are seeking, Leo Car- 
dinal Suenens of Belgium 
has also been quoted as 
saying that he expects the 
voting to end in two days. 
The cardinals have had 
ample time to get to knew 
each other since the death of 
Pope Paul VI on Aug. 6, 
Influential card ina ls  
stressed uring the weekend 
that consideration f age and 
health will be major factors 
in the choice of the next 
pope. Others like Cardinal 
Conlalonieri have said the 
next pope should have a 
Imowledge of world affairs 
and diplomacy as well as the 
fundamenta l  paFtora l  
quality of Pope John Paul. 
The pastoral card~nals-- 
ones with long service as 
bishops like Pope John 
Paul- -most frequently 
mentioned as possible papal 
candidates are Salvatore 
Pappalardo of Palermo. 
Giuseppe Siri of Genoa and 
Corrado Ursi of Naples. 
Among the Curia-oriented 
names most heard are 
Italians Sergio Pigneduli, 
Sehastiane Baggio, Petiole 
Fellce and Paolo Bertoli and 
Frenchman Jean Villot. 
Another possibility is Gi()- 
vanni Cardinal Benelli of 
Florence, experienced in 
both pastoral and Curia 
affairs, 
Cardinal Confalonieri is 85 
and is barred along with 15 
other octogenarian cardinals 
from taking part in the con- 
clave. 
If the cardinals should 
decide to break a 500-year- 
old tradition and elect a non- 
cardinal as pope, Archbishop 
Alberto Ballestrero of Turin, 
a h~rmer friar, is rated as a 
p.ssible choice. He is 65, a 
,respected theologian with a 
gift for diplomacy. 
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] NEWS IN BRIEF 
A 43-year d m " Quebec reported eight raffic 
13-year..old son who were deaths. 
crushed Sunday by a tree 
they were felling in 
Squamish, B.C., were among 
at least 51 persons killed 
accidentally in Canada so far 
this Thanksgiving holiday 
weekend. 
A survey by The Canadian 
Press from Friday 
until late Monday local times 
also showed 44 traffic 
deaths, four drownings and 
one fire death. 
The Canada Safety Council 
predicted that between 51 
and 56 persons will die in 
traffic accidents during the 
holiday weekend. Last year, 
there were 56 traffic deaths 
during the 72-hour holiday 
~oriOd, which ends midnight 
ndny night. 
In Ontario, 15 persons died 
in traffic accidents and 
In Nova Scotia, four 
persons were killed in traffic 
accidents and a seven.year- 
old boy drowned. Alberta 
reported four traffic 
fatalities. Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan each had 
three traffic deaths and a 
drowning. 
New Brunswick had three 
traffic fatalities and one 
drowning. Besides the two 
persons killed after the tree 
crushed them, British 
Columbia reported two 
t ra f f i c  fa ta l i t ies .  
Newfoundland had two 
traffic deaths and one fire 
death. 
No accidental deaths were 
reported in Prince Edward 
Island. 
The survey excludes in- 
dustrial deaths, known 
slaying8 and suicides. 
Tweedsmuir attends reunion 
BELLEVILLE, Ont. (CP) battle honors during the war. 
-- Lieut. Lord John 
Twecdsmuir, 64, one of the 
commanders of the Hastings 
and Prince Edward 
Regiment during the Second 
World War, was among more 
than 250 people who attended 
the 38rd annual reunion of 
the regiment Sunday. 
As guest speaker, he spoke 
of the bravery of the 
regiment, which received 31 
A trader for the Hudson's 
Bay Co. in 1938 and 1939, he is 
to speak Oct. 15 at a 
Canadian Arctic explorers' 
conference in Toronto. 
His father was the late 
Lord Tweedsmulr, a former 
Governor-General of Canada 
who was perhaps better 
known as John Bucban, 
author of such works as The 
Thirty-Nine Steps. 
More research necessary 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
More research on coal 
technology is necessary to 
ensure continued supplies of 
energy, an international 
conference on coal research 
was told Monday. 
Alex Eadie, Britain's 
minister responsible for 
coal, said international 
collaboration on coal 
technology research is the 
key to providing nations with 
selfsuff icient energy sup- 
plies. 
He said Britain has vast 
coal reserves which, when 
converted to gas and oil, 
could provide energy for 300 
years. 
Eadie said present world 
supplies of gas and oil are 
very limited. These supplies 
won't diminish overnight, he 
said, but they will start to 
run out in the next couple of 
decades. 
Beryllium may cause cancer 
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) -- A 
group of seven medical 
ports said Monday there is 
evidence that beryllium, a 
metal used in the computer 
~d aerospace industries, 
causes cancer. " 
"There are very sound 
reasons for doubting that the 
excess of cancer is causally 
related to beryllium ex- 
posure," said Dr. Carl Shy, 
professor of epidemiolngy at 
the University of North 
Carolina. But he added that 
there is enough evidence to 
show a "potential 
relationshiv between excess 
amounts of beryllium and 
cancer." 
Shy and six other 
~eaeialists, at the request of 
lth Secretary seph 
Califano, are considering 
statistics the Occupational' 
Safety and Health Admin- 
istration (OSILA) has studied 
in its hearings on whether to 
adopt exposure standards 
for beryllium. 
The group's conclusions 
wig be summarized and 
presented to Califano within 
two weeks, said William 
Fonge, director of the Centre 
for Disease Control. 
Cranapple Swirls 
Perfect for a holiday 
breakfast -- or with coffee 
anytb~! 
3~ cups atl.purpose flour 
1 package active dry 
yeast 
1¼ cups milk 
¼ cup white sugar 
¼ .,:up shorts~ng 
I teaspoon salt 
1 egg 
FaUns. 
2 B.C. McIntosh apples, 
peeled and grated 
I cup cranberries, finely 
cUced 
1 cup sugar 
V= cup chopped walnuts 
2 tablespoons butter 
Combine yeast and 2 
cups of flour in a large 
maining flour to form a 
soft dough. Form into 
a ball. Place in a well- 
greased bowl; turning once 
grease surface. Let 
rise in a warm place 
until double in volume 
(about 2 hours). 
Meanwhi le,  combine  
grated apples, cranberdsa, 
sugar and walnuts over 
low heat to make filling. 
Bring to a boil and cook 
for 5 minutes. Add butter 
.and cool. Turn dough out 
on lightly floured surface. 
Divid~ in half. 
Roll the dough into a 12 
inch square. Spread with 
half the filling. Care- 
fully roll up jelly roll 
fashion, pinch to seal 
edges. Cut into 6 slices. 
mixing bowl. In a Repeat with the remaining 
saucepan, combine milk, dough and filling. 
sugar, ehortening, and Place cut side dovnt on a 
salt. Heat only until well-greesedbaking sheet. 
shortening melts. Add to Let rise one hour. 
flour mixture; add egg. Bake at 400 degrees F. 
Beat at low speed for for 15 minutes or until 
½ minute, scraping sides golden brown. Sprinkle 
of bowl often. Beat at with cinnamon sugar if 
high speed 3 minutes, desired. Serve warm, 
Add enough of the re- MJkesldozen, 
MAY BE MODEL 
Cana, tian health plan praised 
WASHINGTON (CP) - 
Five American families, 
faced with enormous 
medical debts and harassed 
by bill collectors, listened in 
awe and envy Monday as 
Canadians with similar 
health problems sang the 
praises of government 
health insurance. 
The families, whose 
problems range from cancer 
to severe deformities among 
their children, were 
testifying at a hearing on a 
proposal by Senator Edward 
Kennedy (Dem. Mass) for a 
national health insurance 
[}]an, 
Kennedy said he invited 
the Canadians to compare 
differences between the 
Canadian health system, 
where heaitheare costs are 
being contained, and the 
U.S., where hospital costs 
are "increasing at the rate of 
$1 million an hour." 
Two of the couples at the 
hearing had children suf. 
faring from splna biflda, a 
congenital disease in which 
the bones of the spine do not 
dose around the spinal cord. 
Mrs. Daniel Corbeit ot 
Newton, Mass., whose 
husband earns $21,300 a 
year, owed 112,-000 inmedical 
bills. And when any of her 
other children get sick she is 
terrified that her family will 
be "wiped out." 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
Polewzuck of Montreal, on 
the other hand, have had 
more than $50,-000 in 
medical bills for their two 
children, with payments 
taken care of by the health 
insurance scheme. 
Mrs. Fred Sheagley of Ko- 
komo, Ind., whose husband 
works in a small auto shop, 
said health care bills for 
treating her epilepsy and for 
her two retarded children 
have driven the family to file 
for bankruptcy. 
The family is about $12,000 
in debt, she said. 
Julia Wllsack of Hamilton, 
whose husband Andrew also 
works in a small auto shop, 
has no worries about paying 
for illnesses. Medical bills 
for bet husband's heart- 
valve operation and for 
treatment of her medical 
problems, including arth- 
ritis, gallstones and an ulcer, 
all are covered by the 
provincial plan. 
Marion Gosling of Mar- 
tlack, Sask., whose cancer 
treatments cost $17,452 last 
year, said the government 
plan that took care of her 
bills "really is tremendous." 
And asked what Canadians 
would do to any politician 
that tried to abolish health 
insurance, she replied: "Get $50,000 in debts for treatment 
rid of him." - of Mary Cihak's three 
Across the border, anolher children suffering from 
farming family is facing _ cerebral palsy. Mrs, Cihak, monthly income of fR89. 
of McGrath, Minn., says she Mrs. Griffin, like the other 
sees "no way" her family Canadians, also had praise 
can pay the bills on a total ft)r the level of treatment 
i i  
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HI again everyone, hope you all a good 
weekend and that you're all fully recovered from 
the Tomahawk Tribe Dance. For those of you 
who took it In, we know that you had a good time 
and for the ones who mlssed it, we're sorry you 
did and we hope to si~e you at the next one, 
The grapevide tells us that there were a 
number of  people who didn't hear about the 
change in halls and missed it on account of this, 
but it was to be expected what with the last 
minute change, 
For now we'll clue you in as to who won the 
prizes. 
The door prizes went to ODDBALL and 
SPOOK. We're still trying to get ODDBALL to 
give up that lovely burrow table that phantom 
and CALAMITY spent many hours making. 
The  raffle •prizes went to,LITTLE SHRUB, 
LITTLE OUTLAW and SNOW DRIFT, while the 
spot dances prizes went to BRA I D E D ROPE and 
WOLVERINE, DINe: GERONIhAO 2; and 
LITTLE DIPPER and B~'-G DIPPER, There 
were numerous other prizes. 
M,C.'s for the event were SPYDER of Terrace 
and GREEN GREMLIN of Prince Rupert who 
did an outstanding iob as usuah These are two 
great guys and we wouldn't want to have to be 
without them. 
Trophies went out to braided rope and 
WOLVERINE as the Best Dressed Couple, while 
the largest represented club trophy went to the 
Lioness Club of Kltlmat. The Farthest Travelled 
Trophywent o (Yay) STUBBLE JUMPER from 
SASKATCHEWAN, and our CHIEF was none 
other than GREY CLOUD of Terrace, while his 
squaw was beautiful FMAMBO of Kitlmat. 
Special thanks goes out to all the people who 
donated for this event. 
For those of you that love polkas I have the 
perfect partner, that being the one and only 
SPYDER. He's fantastic out on that dance floor 
but then so is TOOTLE, not that we seen him .... 
dancing. 
NOW SHOWING AT" 
CAPRICE. With two years of solid success behind it, here's The New Chevrolet for 1979. Distinctive new styling touches front and back. Eight new 
colours. A new dual jet carburetor in the 5.0 litre V8 that gives improved riveability. See The New Chevrolet. Our Success Car for '79. 
MALIBU, In 79, our smaller size/more space philosophy continues. Styling MONTE CARLO. Elegance has been further enhanced by new styling front 
changes further enhance Malibu's already attractive appearance. Engine and rear. Monte Carlo also has its own special tires and suspension 
choices include the smooth 3.3 litre V6, a new 4.4 litre V8 and a more  geometry Inside you'll find roominess both back and trent and lots of 
powerful 5.0 litre V8. More than ever, Malibu is a Star in the Age of Inner luggage space. All this, in a road car of sensible proportions. 
Space. Monte Carlo. Isn't this where you belong? 
NOVA. Known for its dependability, Nova remains a smart buy in 79. With 
eleven years of experience behind it, Nova's solid reputation and excellent 
resale value makes it one of the most popular, affordable 6passenger cars. 
MONZA. There's more to Monza in '79 than last year. Standard are an AM 
radio tinted glass, body side mouldings, sport steering wheel, and a more 
powerful base engine with a 3.2 itre V6 available. Monza. The style of a 
sports car with the price of an economy car. 
CHEVE'I-rE. Last year, we added 18 standard features including AM radio, CAMARO. This year, there's a bright new Camaro to choose - -  Berlinetta, 
wh tewal s, rec n ng bucket seats and more. Now Chevette's the most With a specific suspension engineered for long-distance touring, special 
popular small-size North American built car. New for 79 is an improved bucket seats, and luxurious appointments that are distinctly Berlinetta. And 
vent at on system ref nements to the L4 engine, additional sound we still offer the popular Sport Coupe and the ultimate Camaro-Z28. 
insulation, and distinctive front sty ng. 2- and 4-door Chevette - -  a lot of 
little car for the money! Some of the equipment illustrated is available at extra cost. 
, McEWAN MOTORS 
46i7 Lakohe, Terraao, B,i), Phono 636-4941 
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• bring 
ltave been harvested, andthe and morning class being sign up. ]l's a greal (|p- 
Terrace department has offered this fall to ensure portunRy tu get out and meet 
once again developed some that all interested adults can new friends, as well as 
fine programs to fill all that get .on the ice and learn the learning this ancient art. 
spare time that we find basies of skating. Macrame, Thereisalsoroominsomeof 
ourselves faced with. is a morning program for all the regular programs, such 
?'herearea numker of new those interested in learning as Super Saturday, Poise 
programs that are being this intriguing art of knot and Beauty, Badminton for 
offered this fall. Dancercise tying. This is one of the first Beginners and Drawing. 
is an exercise program for craft courses to be offered in 
women which emphasizes the mornings. Those interested in signing 
dance movements as its Introduction to Batik up for these programs ean do 
Jet to be used longer 
CP Air's familiar 107 seat 29. The daily morning flight On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
737 jet will be operating this 
whRer through the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport later titan in 
previous years, Peter 
Chettle, CP Air's manager 
,says. 
The effective date for the 
schedule change will be Oct. 
arrives at 8.40 a.m• to depart 
at 9:00 a.m., arriving in 
Vancouver at 11.10 a.m. via 
Prince Rupert. Oh Sundays, 
the evening flight arrives at 
5.55 p.m. to depart at 6.20 
p.m., arriving in Vancouver 
at 7.38 p.m., flying non-stop. 
Music meet tonight 
If music hath charm to 
sooth the savage breast, the 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival is doing its best to 
make sure that there will be 
no savage breasts in the 
Terrace area, 
The regular monthly 
weeHng of the gtcalps will be 
held tonight at 4741 Loen 
Ave. at 8 p.m,. 
The group is currently 
working on preparations for 
its coming festival which is 
to take place in Terrace 
during April. 
Lois McDaniel, publicity 
chairman, pointed out that 
anyone interested is invited 
to attend the meeting tonight 
and that all help would be 
appreciated. 
the evening flight arrives at 
8.10 p•m. via Prince Rupert. 
On Monday, Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday, the 
evening flight arrives at 9.10 
p•m. to depart at 9.35 p•m. 
Three of these flights are 
non-stop except Saturday, 
arriving Vancouver at 10.53 
p.m. whereas on Saturday 
the flight arrives Vancouver 
at 11,59 p.m. via Prince 
Rupert. 
The daily morning flight 
will have good connections to
Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, 
Winnipeg, lgdmonton and 
Calgary, also the evening 
flight, daily except Saturday 
will connect with CP Air's 
overnight flight to Toronto 
and Montreal. 
being held, bu~ :tl -~ new )ir,~e 
an.'] location T).:Jr3d:,y 
night from 6:30 to 6:3(! j).n|. 
is the time t,.~ ge! tim wimble 
family out ;or an evening of 
varied gym activities at E.T. 
Kenny School. 
On Monday Nights at the 
Upland Gym from 7p.m. to .~ 
p.m. its time for all the 
adults to get together for an 
invigorating evening of 
volleyball, basketball, or 
activity of their choice. 
These programs are both 
free of charge. 
Family Night at the 
Movies is being offered once 
again. The next film, a 
musical adaptation of a 
familar fairy tale will be 
held on Friday Oct. 20. 
Oct. 27th. will be the~nighl 
to deck yourselves out in 
your favorite Halloween 
costume and boogie to the 
sound of Sal-Soul Disco. 
The Terrace Recreation 
Department also welcomes 
Colleen Lucas tu her new jab 
as assistant recreation 
programmer. Colleen will 
be assisting in the ad- 
ministration and "promotion 
of spring recreation 
programs, but her main 
emphasis on co-ordinating 
special eve,qts. On:~ el :he 
first projects Culleea has 
undertaken is the planning of
the upcoming Great vum- 
pkin Carving Contest, to be 
held prior to Halloween 
cloudy skies and a few 
showers to the Terrace- 
Kitimat area today. The 
showers should ease off 
overmghl a#d tomorrow the 
skies will be generally 
cloudy, with the chance of an 
occasional sunny period. 
High temperatures this 
afternoon should reach 
dipping to 8 degrees Celsius. 
Though Saturday was a 
nice day, the rest of the 
Thanksgiving weekend 
featured rain. Hopefully the 
skies will clear soon, and we 
can get back to enjoying the 
kind of clear sunny weather 
experienced in the area 
Saturday. 
Trio get grant 
Three additional com. receive $22,100 to complete 
reunify organizations in construction of an Aframe 
northwestern B.C. have curling rink, providing 
received Canada Works winter ecreational f cilities 
funding, it was announced for residents of the Hazelton 
recently by lena Cam- area. 
pagnolo, M•P. for Skeena. 
Included in the new P o l i c e  n a b  
projects is one by the Co- 
operative Ol~rative Groups of+erraoo.~o.,,r~e,~o local pair 
a grant of $28,392 to create 
ten new jobs. Two local youths were 
The project's sponsor is apprehended over the 
the Northern Neighbors Co- weekend at John's Billiards 
operative buying association on Kalum St. saturday. 
under the direction of Tom Some $1,500 dollars in 
Knox. 
Project rationale is listed change was recovered by 
RCMP officers. It is 
as, "to expand present co- alleged that this money was 
operat ive d is t r ibut ion  taken from various 
system t~ make lower- machines in the poolroom. 
priced, nutritious food Machines were broken into, 
available to a greater per- and debris scattered 
cenLage of people." throughout the business 
The Hazelton Curling Club location. Both youths are 
,~f New Hazelton wil! receive juveniles. 
MoEWAN MOTORS 
HAVE ONE BUILT FOR YOU 
~!~: : : : : : : :~ : : : ! : :  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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DELTA 88. Oldsmobile's expression of full-size cars..• Delta 88 and Holiday 88. Both a special breed, a step up from the others. And both may be 
equipped with a V8 diesel. 
i 
CUTLASS. For 79, Cutlass is different cars for different people• Those who TORONADO. A new state of the art in personal luxury car design. A 
want style and value choose Cutlass Supreme. Available with a new 4.3 litre forerunner of engineering leadership in front wheel drive, '79 Toronado is 
V8 diesel engine, shorter and lighter but g yes up nothing in ride and comfort. With the new 
four wheel indepen;Jent suspension and improvements in road-holding and 
handling• Have one built for you! 
i i 
• PICKUPS come in either Fleetside (shown) or Stepside box styles• CHEVY VANS seat up to twelve people inside with comfort. High-back front 
Fleetside Sports come with two-tone paint, special sport striping, chromed buckets, cut-pile carpeting and the luxurious Beauville interior 
grille, colour-keyed carpeting and extra-thick floor insulation• appointments. 
. . . .  -- _ ~ I I I1'11PLJ_ 
CHEVY BLAZER. Snow, ice, and mud barely faze it with the full-time 4WD 
system, available with automatic transmission, that gives good traction off 
road, good tracking on road without shifting in or out of 4WD. 
CHEVY SUBURBAN seats up to nine people in comfort, or totes 144 cu. ft. 
of cargo. And with special trailering equipment. Suburban moves up to 
15,000 Ibs. of trailer, cargo, passengers and itself. 
III I i i i 
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HERE'S GOOD NEWSl 
• GM Continuous Protection Plan• We think it's the most important new option in GM history, 
Available for vehicles in non-commercial use. Ask us about it. 
AND HERE'S MORE GOOD NEWS! 
• All General Motors passenger cars and light-duty trucks (10 through 30 series) are covered by the 
three-year perforation from corrosion warranty. Ask us about it. 
P lYI~ P J-%m F . . . .  I I II I 
Round Steakl 
Boneless Beef. 
'u°uA  229 Canada Grade Ib, ,{ 
Sirloin Steak ~3t9  
Top Boneless Beef. Grade A l lb .  I(p 
I l l l l a l i  m l a l l  i b m  m a i m  
Pork Steaks 
=°o ,o ~o, ,.oo ~.oo,.~ s i |~9 
Butts. Ib• • 
Stewing BeefA,i,|.6  ) 
Grade 
Flour 
. Jn.od S3 79 
lOkg 
Meat Pies 
'anor "°"" 2 95  ¢ Assorted. 
8 oz. Package for 
Pineapple Juice 
Lalani. 7 5 C So good ice coldZ 
48 fl. oz. tin 
White Bread 
or Grown. 
Oven joy. 
24 oz. Loaves. 2,o,99 c 
Koban Coffee 
..12 .? 9 
Ice Cream 
Snow ~ 9 s . .  
Ass orted[m__~r4e~ Litre 
Flavours. mLmJ Pa i l~ ,  
B.C. Apples 
. .  ou or 
6.olden Delicious. 
Stze 138'$. Fancy lb. 
Molntosh -r.n. A~ c 
18 lb. Case s~ i~ 
Commercia I Grade Ve  ~ 
Broccoli 
.oo 49  Oalifornia Grown. lb. 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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An election 
in the air 
Frank Howard, the recently declared NDP 
candidate in the as yet to be announced 
provincial election was pressing the flesh in the 
airport as he went back east for the weekend to 
wind up affairs there. 
Rate Mair, a Social Credit cabinet minister, 
was in town recently, as was Health Minister 
Bob McClelland, and Environment minister Jim 
Nielsen will be in town next week. 
As falling leaves are a sure sign that autumn is 
here and winter not far behind, when politicians 
start dropping out of the sky' it is a good in. 
dication that an election is lust around the next 
favorable poll. 
The local Tortes have yet to choose a can- 
didate. They have only recently decided who is 
allowed to speak for them and who isn't. As for 
the Liberals, they appear to have all but 
disappeared from the local scene. 
With the veteran Howard running here it looks 
like a shoo.in for the NDP unless Scored MLA 
Cyril Shelford decides not to hang up his smile• 
r I 
BY GREG MIDDLETON, 
Getting out of this town on a holiday weekend 
is harder than getting a politician fo go on the 
record when you want information or to keep 
him from talking when he has nothing to say. 
Now don't get me wrong, I do like it here. I'm 
not trying to escape. It's just that all my fur- 
niture is still in Port Alberni. While my house 
there is all locked up, a friend has a key. 
If you've ever moved from one town to 
another, you'll knowwhat I'm faced with. When I. 
announced I would be departing the Alberni 
valley; friends, acquaintances and even near 
strangers came out of the woodwork fo look over 
my possessions. 
I felt like Ebeneezer Scrooge when the spirit of 
Christmas to come showed him the old 6rones 
arguing over his bedsheets. 
The plants were the most obvious target. 
"They don't travel well" I was told. The offers of 
good homes were coming from people I 
suspected of beating their kids and raising the 
dogs and cats for additional protein. 
As one particular friend pawed over the bits 
and pieces of hardware one gathers over the 
years, pocketing whatever might be useful, he 
commented that he felt like a dowager at a 
rummaqe sale. I didn't find it amusing, as it was 
my rummage. 
It is interesting to go through your affairs from 
time to time and debate the relative usefulness of 
your collected wealth though. I couldn't for the 
life of me tell you who gave me thai ornate, 
immitafion cut glass, heavy plastic salad bowl. 
Where the sixth set of salt and peppershakers 
came from is anybody's guess. 
I do remember bu;,ing the fondue set; but the 
last time I used i t - -wel l ,  I think I had to go to a 
bootlegger to get the wine. 
Why do we hoard things the way we do? 
Perhaps it's a recognition that we have too 
much, that many of the 'lhings we replace are 
really still of value bul the need to be in style or 
the desire for something bigger and better has 
overcome us. Maybe a good part of what's in our 
attics is there because of quilt. You can't iust 
chuck great aunt Mary's prize picture into the 
bonfire, although the house could burn down 
before you'd hang i! in the living room. 
In any. case, no matter what the reason are 
that I compiled the crates of collectibles I did, I 
wanted to get back to Port Alberni to decide what 
to bring up here or at least havea say in dividing 
them up. 
If was perhaps naiveot me tothink I could just 
pick up the phone and qet a reservation on the 
airplane to Vancouver. They were, of course, 
booked solid long before I thought about it. 
Bouquets have fo go to the ladies I dealt with as 
I tried fo weasle a seat on a plane. There must 
have been dozens of other whiners like me. 
Perhaps the deciding factor in my getting a seat 
may have beenfhat if they didn't find mea place 
on the plane, I would have been looking for a date 
for Saturday night. Find me a seat they did. 
Part of the problem with arranging to fly out of 
here seems to be that people will book seats on 
speculation. They'll book the seats, then if they 
can't go they'll not bother to cancel their 
reservations. This lack of consideration makes it 
harder for the rest of us who would like to 
reserve seats. 
Departure time at the airport is apparently a 
mad house as the mob cf stand.boys scrambles 
for the seats left vacant by the no.shows. 
I I  I I I I I  i i I i  = - - " . . . . . . . . . .  
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"I finally Iracked own your records. I had lhem 
in the 'dead'flle." 
An issue with history 
OTTAWA tCP) -- There state, ltadacted fern yearas Lachanee's differences were .piniun in Canadal )be eom- 
wil ibea feeling of deja vu in co-chairman of the 1970-72 manifest in a minority mittee does not recommend 
Parliament next week when committee, report. 
Liberal MP Mark Trudeau's proposals un- An emotional combination 
MacGuigan tables a joinl leashed theninth major con- of federalism and Quebec 
Senate-Commons committee stitutional debate since Con- nationalism encircling the 
repor t  on constitutional federation. The previous younger Lachance is in slark 
reform, eight auempts failed to contrast to the more con- 
It will be eight years, revise substantially the servative traditional views 
almost to the day, since BritishNorthAmericaActof f many Englishspeaking 
MacGuigan tWindsor- 
Walkerville) opened public 
bearings by another Par- 
l i amentary  commit tee  
searcbing for a new con- 
stitution to solve the nation's 
problems. 
It was Oct. 19, 1970, and 
MacGuigan was forced to 
apologize to his Halifax 
audience for the absence of 
some committee members. 
They were going to the 
funeral of Quebec's lain la- 
bor minister, Pierre 
Laporte. 
By the time the committee 
reported, in March of 1972, 
the political kidnappings and 
bombings were over and the 
crisis situation that had 
propelled MacGulgan and 
his colleagues across the 
country had subsided. 
With the election of Parti 
Quebecois Nov. 15, 1976, the 
federal government started 
talking again of a crisis that 
could be solved by a new 
constitution. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
unveiled Iris proposals this 
spring and quickly asked 
MaeGuigan and Liberal 
Senator Maurice Lamon- 
tagne to lead another 
committee on constitutional 
revision. Senator Lamon- 
~agne, a former secretary of 
1867 and make it a truly 
Canadian, rather" than 
Britisb, law. 
When MacGuigan began 
his second round of hearings, 
be found the same con- 
stitutional issues were 
bothering Canadians as in 
1970. 
'Toe heard all the sub- 
stantive views many times 
before," said the former 
Ontario law professor. 
The situation had cbanged 
only in that the complaints 
were louder. 
• The West had become 
more assertive in deman- 
cling a gremer role in Con- 
federation and Quebeecrs 
bad become more hostile Io 
what they perceived as lack 
of action and understanding 
MPs and senators. 
Purl of the task of 
MacGuigan and Lamon- 
tagne is to consolidate these 
various views into a con- 
senses. The last time, they 
failed. There were five dis- 
sent ing report samong the 30 
committee members~ en- 
compassing most . f  the 
Quebec MPs who served. 
Many of the recom- 
mendations in the first 
report were incorporated 
intu Trudeau's proposals, 
which he wants enacted by 
July 1, 1979. MacGuigan and 
his colleagues are, therefore, 
forced to write a critique this 
lime on so e of Iheir own 
ideas. 
ltecommendations by the 
first committee adopted by 
by English-Canadians. Trudeau include en- 
quebec's impatience is frenchmen) of French and 
personified among com- English as official lan- 
miltee members by Liberal guagcs, greater protection 
MPClaude-AndreLachance. for official language 
The 24-year-old musician minority groups and 
inlteriled his impatience 
from Iris father, Georges 
Lachance, who represented 
flie same Montreal riding of 
Lafontaine in the Commons 
until 1974 and sat on the 1970- 
72 constitutional committee. 
The two Lachances ~)th 
bad problems agreeing wilh 
their colleagues. The elder 
provincial input into Senate 
and Supreme Court of 
Canada appointments. 
Ihith committees ludied 
time role of Ihe monarchy and 
lbund it to be an explosive 
issue better left to future 
generations to revise. 
The first rep.rE said: "Be- 
cause of Ihe stale .f  divided 
a::y chnoge in the mortar. 
chial system as the present 
time. 
"The cbmmiitee itself 
prefers a Canadian as head 
of stateand supports the 
evolutionary process by 
which the Governor-Gen-Sal 
has been granted more 
functions as the'head of state 
hJr Canada." 
TI,e second committee also 
spent many hours arguing 
the monarch's role. The 
majority of the members 
appeared to favor no change 
at this time, fearing the 
tiniest reduction of the 
Queen's nominal powers 
would spark a war between 
monarchist  and republicans 
IN B YELECTION 
even more heated than the 
emotional debate of the MPs 
and senators. The govern- 
ment has promised to make 
no changes. 
About the same lime next 
week as MacGuigan and La- 
montagne table their report, 
a parallel report wriuen only 
by 'senators will be com- 
pleted. The senalors have 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
OTTAWA- If the tone of the press is any sort of 
reflection of the public mond, then Prime 
Minister Trudeau has lost that mystique 
essential to all leaders. 
It isn't so much the man that demands respect 
often approaching ~we, it's fhc ~..o~ition itself. 
• As prime minister, the man is enti',led 1o fake 
for granted the dedicaled devotion of his 
colleagues and aides, the members of his official 
family. 
He can also expect the !o./ally enthusiastic 
support of members ot his party in 1he Commons 
and Senate, for in a sense, they all "owe" him. 
He has the right, too, of depending on those 
among the public who agree with and work in 
many ways to preserve, protect and prosper his 
party. For they, too, can live in hope of future 
reward or at least being on the winning side. 
From all others, the politically opposed, the 
non.partisans, even the disinterested, he should 
be able to command common courtesy. 
Pierre Trudeau, like every prime minister, 
has had it all. 
In the beginning it went further and deeper 
than the mystique, a required quality of any 
national leader. 
If was, they said for want of a better word, 
charisma. 
It was fascination. 
He was more than lust Mr. Prlme Minister. 
And until he came along, to address a man as 
Mr. Prime Minister was to say ius~ about the 
best and finest thing that could be sa!d of any 
man. 
But in the 10 years since the wild, mad, in- 
fatuated days of "charisma", something has 
happened to the once bright and shining image of 
Pierre Elliott Trudeau. 
Sure, he is still prime minister - -  timid and 
hesitating, frightened three times by the spectre 
of possible defeat in three now-postponed 
elections this year - -  but something has gone. 
And that something - -  essential to everyone 
but indispensable to a prime minister -- is 
respect. 
It has been coming out at his press con. 
ferences. 
He not only is short.changed on respect, but 
has to put up with discourtesy and impertinence. 
It's a new approach to -- and conception of - -  
the  prime minister. 
It would never have happened to Mackenzie 
King, Louis St. Laurent, John Diefenbaker or 
Lester Pearson. 
been especially critical of Press conferences lust wouldn't have dared 
theguvcrnmenl's attempt to .  risk their wrath and the anger of their 
abolish ;the Senate and, 
create a th,use of d~e Fader- colleagues. 
at ion, 
Tile next  step 011 t i le  con-  
slitutional calendar is a 
meeting Oct. 30-Nov. 1 
belween Trudeau and the 
premiers. They will discuss 
Trudeau's J une nrouosals. 
'rite premiers Itave 
already indicated tltey will 
.pp,~sc ninny of Trudeau's 
pr,,l~Jsals. 
Campaign against Grits 
tells delighled civil as time riding's first MP, 
servants al candidates' ttt)w a senator. 
,meetings. The Oct. 16 byelection 
"'If either the Con- will be tim last fought 
servatives or Liberals wilhin OItawaCenlre's 
win this byelection, you curren~ boundaries,  
lose." which now lake in 
Mackasey, a baltered Parliament Hill and the 
Liberal Who worked iris city's core. Under 
way through four cahintq redistribution, the riding 
portfolios, 14 years on th,, has been enlarged and 
government benches and will encompass what 
a two-yearstint in Quebec local strategists con~ider 
provincial politics, has natural Conservative 
been forced to trot out all party enclaves. 
the tricks of his lengthly That, say Liberals, 
political career to deal makes a Mackasey 
with angry crowds at byelection wit) doubly 
public meetings, important. An incumbent 
He has managed to MI:' usually has an ad- 
defleel some of the bit- va.ntage over his op- 
terness over governmenl ponents in elections, Lib- 
spending cuts and layoffs orals would need that 
to de Cotret, former I t .d  advantage in next year's 
of the Conference Board general election to 
of Canada and a Clark overcome gains made by 
adviser linked to the Conservatives ihrough 
Conservative plan Io slice redistribution. 
60,000 jobs from Ihe The independent 
public service, candidate in the riding is 
But Maekasey also is up Michael John Houltun, 
against another problem, wh. is known for being 
"Bryce is i'ight," his twice ejected from the 
signs proclaim. For Commons for inlerupting 
Quebec perhaps, say his its proceedings. He 
delraclors, emphasizing recently ran for the 
the facl that Mackasey Ontario Liberal 
abandoned his Montreal leadership, describes 
political base after 16 himself as head of the 
years to be parachuled Canadian Alternative 
into the Ottawa riding. Party and has enlivened 
For his part, de Co)re) caedidates' meetings 
is running hard to with calls for greater 
overcome the 3,-t70-vole patriotism. 
margin that gave former lie reminds audiences 
Liberal MP Hugh Poulin that de Colret once 
his win over Conservalive worked as an economic 
Hugh Segal in 1974, adviser for one-time U.S. 
Poulin was appointed a presidenl Richard 
county eourt judge earlier Nix.n-.-a facl de Cotret 
thisyearafterholdingthe camouflages in Iris lit- 
riding since 1972. He t, ralnre--and Ihat 
inherited what was Macka~icy helped draft 
originally considered ~h,..' theecott.mic policies that 
safe Liberal seal from currenlly cripple Canada. 
veteran Liberal George when he was a member of " 
Mcliraith, elcclcd in lgG:t Trudcau's cabinel. 
The byelection contest 
has attracted what are 
being described as 
stereotype candidates--a 
Liberal warhorse who 
spent eight years in 
Trudeau's cabinet, a first- 
time Tory who has helped 
Opposition Leader Joe 
Clark develop party eco- 
nomic proposals, a New 
Democrat who teaches 
economics at Carleton 
University and an in- 
dependent who prowikes 
little more than bead 
shakes and laughs. 
On the policy side, the 
campaign is being fought 
on what Langdon, 32, 
calls "Jack the Ripper" 
j.h cuts in the public 
service, a reference to 
Trudeau's plan to reduce 
the half-million-member 
federal work force by 
5,000. Conservatives have 
promised to go even 
further, -cutting 60,000 
jobs from the civil ser- 
vice. 
Tlwse pledges, together 
with others identified by 
government unions as 
evidence,of bureaucracy 
hashing, have kept both 
Mackasey, 57, and de 
Cotret, 34, on the hot seat. 
Mackasey vows thai 
other government jobs 
will be found for all 5,000. 
De Cotret says his party's 
proposed 60,000 cuts will 
lake place only through 
retirements. 
Nut so, says Langdon, 
NDP policy committee 
chairman who ttmk his 
first shot at federal pol- 
ities in a 1976 byeleetion 
that elected Conservative 
Jean Pigolt in Ottawa- 
Carlehm. 
"For Oltawans It) vote 
for the Conservatives is 
like chickens voting for 
Cohmel Saundors,"he 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A 
byelection canvasser with 
a handful of pamphlels 
tout ing Progress ive  
Conservative candidate 
Robert de Cotret bounds 
up the steps of an Ottawa- 
Centre house past a lawn 
sign urging passers-by to 
vote Stevcn Langdon, 
NDP. 
"I 'm campaigning for 
de Cotret and Langdon," 
he says to a startled 
woman who answers the 
door. 
"I don't care which one 
you vote for, just don't 
wJte for Bryce 
Mackasey:" 
The canvasser's 
solitary campaign 
against the Liberals and 
Iheir candidate hasn't 
been officially sanctioned 
by either the Con- 
servatives ur the New 
Democratic Parly in the 
Ocl. 16 byelection here, 
one of 15 called to fill 
empty Commons seats, 
But it helps point Up a 
pugnacious new mood 
among public servants 
who, upset with layoffs 
and government spending 
cuts, appear determined 
to humble Prime Minister 
Trudeau's Liberal ad- 
minist ration. 
Ottawa-Centre, a 
downtown riding with 
40,846 voters who depend 
directly or indirectly on 
the federal government 
for work, has returned 
Liberal MPs since it was 
formed by boundary 
changes in 1966. 
Strategists say any 
shift this time could 
signal broader discontenl 
with Trudeau's govern- 
men) and suggest voting 
Irends in nexl year's 
general election. 
But with Pierre Trudeau, things now are 
.different. 
Is it true, he is asked, that certain elements of 
his party are plotting to dump him as a loser? 
And is the gossip true that he and his estranged 
wife Margaret may be on the verge of recon. 
cilia)ion? 
Beyond comprehension, Pierre Trudeau as 
• prime minister descends to the level of his 
questioner. 
How is the state of your marriage? he asks, 
well knowing that the newsman who is so 
disrespectfully baiting him is s imi lar ly  
separated. 
But I'm not prime minister, protests the 
reporter, so it doesn't matter. 
Then tell me, Pierre Trudeau pursues it in. 
stead of letting the matter drop, are there any 
chances of you and your wife reconciling? 
So there he is, the prime minister, down to the 
level of a petty argument with a reporter over 
the respective state of their broken marriages. 
This is respect? Courtesy? Any sense of proper 
regard for the position of prime minister? 
Not any- more. Not with Pierre Trudeau. 
Package law 
newest fad 
LOS ANGELES The firm plans to open 
tReuter) - -  Californians three more law stores in 
now can buy the law in California in the near 
packets, future. 
Looking more like a Melvin, who opened the 
food shop than a lawyers' Los Angeles store with 
office, with its giant sign felh)w-lawyer Stuart 
and advertisements, The Baron, said the idea is to 
Law Stores, in the Los provide legal help to 
Angeles suburb of people who otherwise 
Sherman Oaks, provides could nol afford it. 
packets of cheap, fast After paying a $9.95 
advice on legal problems, consultation fee, a 
Customers who visit the customer enters a red- 
store next door to Mogo's walled booth with a tele. 
Mongolian Barbecue buy phone and calls up one of 
divorce kits-- ready to eight lawyers tanding by 
take into court--wil ls, to answer his queries. 
housing documents and Soothing music plays on 
other instant law a tape in the background. 
packages. If the problem is simple 
"For$125 an individual, and the customer is 
after a consultation, can willing to do his own 
buy a packet of all the paper work, rite lawyer 
necessary documents recommends one of the 
needed for an uncon.tested shop's "atlurney-assisted 
divorce with the paper packages." 
work done by us," said if the problem is more 
lawyer Blair Melvin, one intric'ate, the lawyer will 
of the founders of the do tile paper work and 
shop. then provide the package. 
"All the purchaser has Instructions that go 
wttll the more expensive 
Io do is to walk out of here packages include not only 
with the package, file it statements hat may have 
with a diw)rce court and ~o be read by a clienl in 
show up ifl court on lhe court bul ,wen a map 
appointed ay to gel his ,4).wing h.w tn get to the 
divorce." etllt *,'1 b(}ltSC. 
I I l l  I - -  
f 
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Carc inogens  in workp lace  causes 
OrI'TAWA ICP) -- With As far as Canada is con- a{ least. 20 per cent ot all last year a series of reports Quebec, for example, with 'frw p-tcutia! hazard was can successfully be applied 
more than two •million 
chemical compounds in 
existence, scientists have 
grown increasingly con. 
cemed about heir effects on 
man, particularly in the 
work place. 
And the lack of adequate 
safeguards against .some of 
those chemicals was made 
apparent last week in a 
federal report about 
Canada's compliance with 
lhe international labor code. 
cerncM, there is not even a 
list of cancer-causing sub- 
stances affecting employees, 
says Kcn Eaton of the 
department's international 
and provincial relations 
branch. 
The problem is a crucial 
one, Eaton said in a recent 
inferview, and United States 
government scientists said 
last month occupational 
exposure to cancerous 
substances probably causes 
Opposition murdered 
ANKARA (Reuter) - -  Six 
members of Turkey's op- 
position Labor party were 
murdered Sunday night by 
gunmen who burst into an 
apartment where the group 
had gathered after a party 
meeting earlier in the day. 
Premier Bulent Ecevit, 
who branded the killings as 
"inhuman murders by those 
who wish to destroy the 
regime," accused right-wing 
extremists of stirring up 
trouble to gain power. 
Four of the Labor party 
officials were shot to death 
at the scene. All were in their 
mid-20s. The two party 
members who owned the 
apartment were abducted 
and later killed. 
The Labor party, a minor 
left-w~ng opposition group, 
was formed only three years 
ago. 
I~lore than 300 people have 
lost their lives in political 
violence in Turkey so far this 
year. 
The extreme Hghtist 
Nationalist Movement party 
called last week for martial 
law to end the violence. 
Venezuela oil cheap 
CARACAS tAP) - -  Juan 
Pablo Perez Alfenzo, one of 
the fomzders of thc 
Organization of Petroleum 
Expor t ing  Count r ies  
(OPEC), says the oil in- 
duatry in Venezuela is in an 
irreversible decline and even 
huge new ' investments 
t, obably would not restore 
Foduction capacity. 
In a 72-page document pre- 
sented at a graduate student 
seminar in oil economics 
Saturday, the 7S-year-old 
Perez Alfonzo claimed 
Venezuela has dropped the 
price of its oil to the point 
that it now is "the world's 
cheapest." 
cancer dearies in that 
country. 
That figure is a con- 
servative one, they said, and 
estimates run as high as 38 
per cent, with asbestos 
singled out as the most 
dangerous. 
Howard Currie, director- 
general of the newly-lormed 
Canadian Centre fiw Oc- 
cupational ttealth and Safety 
which makes its public debut 
in Winnipeg next week, said 
the assessent and 
designation of hazards lead- 
ing to occupational cancer 
will have to be tackled im- 
mediately. 
The centre, established in 
April by Parliament, is 
neither a governmcnt 
department nor a Crown 
corporation. 
Former labor minister 
Jolm Munro said then: "The 
individual has a right to 
know what risks lie or she 
undertakes at work anti the 
centre has a responsibility o
promote that knowledge." 
The centre will have no 
regulatory powers. Currie 
says that "is our real 
strength" because as a self- 
governing organization, it 
will not have to rely on 
departmental approval oz' 
bureaucratic red tape. 
"People may think of us in 
terms of a toothless tiger but 
one of the difficulties in 
Canada is there is no central 
source of good scientifically 
based data to advise 
regulators (about oc- 
cupat ional  hazards) , '  
Currie said. 
However, the Science 
Council of Canada published 
,,n government policies for 
the containment of six 
poisons--asbestos, lead, 
mercury, oxides of nitrogen, 
radiation and vinyl chloride. 
Included were rccpm- 
mendalions for a similar 
national advisory council on 
occupational and en- 
vironmental health to be 
rcsponsible for publishing 
standards of maximum per- 
missible levels for hazards 
including those already 
listed. 
Thc reports, designed Io 
draw attention .to the 
regulations governing toxic 
substanecs, in the work 
place, "illustrate the con- 
siderable confusion that 
exists within and among 
governments, which is ac- 
centuated by the regulators 
themselves," the council 
said. 
| i 
Referring in particular to itsmany regulations on tt=xie 
asbestos and mercury, the elements uch as asbestos 
council concluded the and an excessive number of 
federal government is not administrators, make thuse 
aggressive nough in using regulations difficult lo apply. 
whatever political muscle it one council report :mid. 
has when thc poison is Yves Berube, Qaclh.c 
concentrated in one natural resources minister, 
province, has said his government is 
And ju r i sd ic t iona l  preparing a report on t,c- 
problems have made " cupational health and safety 
mercury pollution in Nor- which will include O~c 
thern Ontario difficult to problem of asbestosis. 
deal with, the cuuncil said. Inhaled asbestos, whi,:n 
"'Was the identification, can damage lung cells vnd 
control and amelioration of tissues, causes asl)estt);+.-: 
this problem the respon- 
sibility of the department of
national health and welfare, 
of Environment Canada, of 
the provincial departments 
of health, of the department 
of Indian affairs and nor- 
thern development, or all of 
these?" the science council 
asked. 
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FALL CHECK-UP 
$18" Includes 
OIL AND FILTER Change Od 14 quatlSl 
Install new Mol0tctaft hllet 
[nspec! Ex.auslSystom EXP IRES OCT.  141h 
Shock Absorbers 
Front and Rea, S u s p u n s c a n ~ ~  
Rd~3lOf and Healer Hoses . 
B att 0,yCa hies and ~ ~ " ~  
Connectmns ~ - ~  p~ 
Art Oells - ~ 
Atl Flu,d Levels . ~ ~%~.~ ~11 
AfrO . . . . .  [:,lie, -/K ~ ~1 ~"~'~ 
W,ndsh,oldW, pe, alades " ~  ~ L/_ , X f  
la#Lu0,cale Hood~atchanahmges ~ I ,  mt_o~ 
Doo, Hmge$ ~ ~t L i~''k ' 
DeckLtdH~nges ~"  , ~ ~ '~.  
b~'To,t CooPantfor Tempe,alure " o[o "~ ~ 'q .~ ~o 
Prolechon 
Batte,y Spe¢;hcGravdy 1~7.J.TeFr~-e Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
A=I hghl$ and S,gnals 4~31 Keith - 635-4'984 
Passencje, Cats ano L,ght T,ucWS [~(Of"  Liceoce Numb~ D00727A 
I 
I 
See the 
Complete Line of 
'19 Cats and Accessories 
Saturday ,  October 14 
I 
TEB~ACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 4~41 Lakelse Avenue 
ii 
;' "" ' 
* tR i l  coffee and do.ors 
* INTER our "Mystery Machine" 
Contest 
, CASH in on the Cat's $150 °° Rebate 
October 14th 
us your 
LAST CHANCE 
i II I I l l l  I I 
To Take Advantage of 
9 O0 AROTI¢ OAT S $160 RED TE OFFER, 
Dealer LoG, ace Number 01249A 
)ir:~t suggu:-~L~} in 1907, the 
v.,qmci} ~aid. 
(.~tlt:i',:2,: II:..lS bCt:ll a world 
leader in asbestos mining for 
nlote thall ~1 eel!tory. 
"Undcubted iy ,  con.  
sfitutirma~ fLtelors influence 
tl:t; po.';ture:s adopted, but the 
feder.:d :',:ticence dispiayed 
in ,ht, a~bo.~us atld ntercury 
c;tso5 :a;el:m t, he more 
readily e:.:plained by historic 
balances t,t pt,litical power in 
th,.' Canada-Quebec.Ontario 
n'i-m.@C' !he cetmcil said. 
~;,'~ federal regulations 
as in the recent edict by the 
government department  
which called last month for a 
95-per-cent reduction in vinyl 
chloride emmission by 
Canadian firms. 
The gas has been linked as 
• a cause of angiosarcoma,  
form of liver cancer and 
other serious health hazards. 
The new regulations are' 
expected to reduce vinyl 
chloride mission to 250 tons 
a year from 5,000 tons by 
July 1, 1979, the department 
said. 
h 
..... ~ .;,.. 
Now you can  go  anywL iere  ;~ad s t i l t  have  those  
comfor ts  o f  home.  Take  your  vacat ion  th i s  year  2 ,  
in  one  o f  our  fabu lous  re .c~eat iona l  veh ic les .  ~ x-  
I t s  the  on ly  way  to  9o!  
1978 FO~ t~~I~D|RD 
V-O, Automatic, Tilt Wlteel,-Cro,~o Cmttrol . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;-~ . . . . . . . . . .  $1896 
1977 Mt)H~ 
3Door V8 auto .... • . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . .  : , .?~,.. , . . .o,? . . . . . .  . . . . . , .  . . . . .  $ 6 3 9 5  
1977 OHE~ rFi , $4996 
4 Door Sedan V8 auto, P.$., P,B." ............................... 
1977 $5§9§ 
3 door V-8, 4 speed, T roof, stereo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4 eyl. 4 speed .................................. 
1977 B ~,~ ~ 
I I I @ I i  I I I ! I i I I @ i I ! I i  0 I l l  i i Explorer 4x4 V.8 auto .  . . . . . .  " " ' ' "  
$289§ 
$689§ 
1975 IHTE~FJ~I] ~.~m.. 
1 ~ ~ ton with steel deck, low mileage, excellent service truck . . . . . . .  
4x4. V.t~ auto. tranS. ............................................ 
$5695 
$7195 
OnlylO,O00 Miles. Excellent Condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~, ~ ~ ~ ttN %# 
~ ',~ ,~' rrT" 1,4[' TBf l LER $2495 
Fridge, stow, c, v , t . ,  ~ ,:::ncli~i~m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
$1396 197~ ~tT~i~Ir~ ~[~L PICKUP 6 cyl. auto trans." ............................................... 
30 Series, V.8, 4 speed ..................................... . . . .  
197~ ,!i?~  $~NSSTER 
166 H.P. H~i'curl i~ |  ~rd .  Easy load trailer. 
Toilet - Depth S,unde~, f~-beo Radio. Like new oondition 
i 
To 
Torraoe Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
L~#~-~_~~ ~ ~ 463i Keith 
jA ,  I.t~ilw~.. II lul I I 
il 
e 
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........... : :  ~ ' : ~ : '  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ EDMONTON (UV) -- goals of 50 and 45 yards, Neither the Eskimo British Columbia scored 
T imbermen netminder  Rob Dozzi thwarts the Arena Saturday night. Despite Dozzi's efforts, British Columbia Lions singles of 55 and 57 yards and defence nor offence was able first at 9:36 with a 57-yard 
ef fo r ts  of K i t imat  Winterhawk Dego i i  dur ing  an  
exc i t ing  PNWHL exh ib i t ion  game at  the  Ter race  Winterhawks  skated  away w i th  a 5-3 v ic to ry .  
however ,  the  T imbermen came up shor t  as the  chose 
T im bermen fa i l  f i a t  
catching Timbermen Gord from Mazure. 
Cochrane in the Hawk zone. The Timbermen came 
Mott and Marleau broke out back and some impressive 
on a 2 on t break with forechecking led to Dave 
Marleau finishing off the Bell's tieing goal four and a 
play by firing a shot into the half minutes later. Once 
upper corner of the Terrace again Dempster and Fark- 
~et over Goalie Rob Dozzi's tvam drew assists. 
shoulder. With just two and a half 
Just seconds later the 
Timbermen regained the 
lead as Parkvam, Dempster 
and Grant combined again 
with Farkvam banging in the 
rebound after a hard shot 
from Dempster. 
Kitimat rounded out the 
first period scoring six 
minutes later as the Tim- 
bermen were guilty of some 
sloppy play in their own end. 
Winter Hawk Schooly picked 
up a loose puck at the rim of 
the circle and blasted a shot 
that found its way between 
Dozzi's legs. 
The first period also 
minutes remaining in the 
second period Kitimat took 
the lead for good as Jeffercy 
picked up his own rebound 
and fired a high shot past a 
screened Mucha inLo the 
Terrace net. 
The last period featured 
only one goal .as tlawk 
Jefferey picked up his 
second of the night as he slid 
the puck under a sprawling 
Mocha after Egan had made 
an excellent play at the 
Terrace blueline to set up the 
goal. 
Coach Dale Kushner was 
pleased with the game and 
of the game and it took 
Prince Rupert only 37 
seconds to get on the 
BY DAVE IIAMILTON 
The Terrace Tim~ermen 
ended their preseason and 
began the regular ~;eason 
PNWHL play on the same. 
note this weekend as they 
lost both games. 
Saturday evening they 
hosted the Kitimat Winter 
Hawks and dropped a 5-3 
decision before about 450 
hometown fans. On Sunday 
they began regular season 
play and were outcla::sed as 
the Atom Motor Kings ran 
up a 13-3 tally. 
Saturday the fans were 
treated to a fashpaced, 
exciting game ~ith both 
teams skating hard 
throughout the three 
Periods. The fast pace 
resulted in many scoring 
opportunities with the 
Winter Hawks being able to 
capitalize more often. 
scoreboard. 
The Kings had leads of 3-0 
and 8-2 after the first and 
the Edmonton 
Eskimos as their victims 
when they broke a sixgame 
losing streak by dowaing the 
Western Conference le,."ders 
15-3 in Canadian Football 
league action Monday in 
front of 42,673 spectators. 
Lui Passaglia led the 
Lions' scoring, kicking field 
Penqu ins  
second periods respectively, ® 
and frequently found a c q u i r e  
themselves with complete 
net. fr edom around the Terrace T a l l  
O n For the Kings Bob Wasson 
and Ray Wheaten recorded 
hat tricks, Richard Wright 
picked up two goals and Joe 
Citolli, Gord Stephens, Barry 
Jebouit, Rick Spracklin and 
Dave Pickett picked up 
singles. 
Brad Riley led the way for 
the Timbermen as he picked 
up two goals and Doug 
Matheson picked up the 
other Terrace marker. 
The lack of muscle and 
some hard hitting King 
detenders proved to be the 
featured the games only the play of his club. "We had locals downfall as the Kings 
fisticuffs as Timbermen more scoring chances than continually beat them to the 
Dave Bell and Hawk Kitimat but we just didn't puck. Prince Rupert was 
Jeffery tangled with Bell capitalize on them." also allowed to roam freely 
being the clear winner. On Sunday, the Tim- in the Terrace end and 
In the second period bermen ran into a well honed p~ssed the puck almost at 
Kitimat ook the lead for the Prince Rupert team and will. 
first time as, at the 10:22 were never really in the The next action for the 
mark, Molt found himself all contest as the Kings fired 74 Timbermen is tonight when 
alone in front of the Tim- shots at goalie Harold they traval to Kitimat o face 
Mucha. the Winter Hawk's. Game 
Terrace had trouble in time at the Kitimat arena is 
theirown end from theoutset ~:30. 
The Timbern;en opened 
the scoring at the 9:00 mark 
of the first period as Bob 
Grant fired a low shot past 
Hawk goalie Sher:.;tabetoff 
alter Rob Dempster had dug 
the puck out of the corner, 
Troy Farkvam also a,,si:;ted. 
The Winter Hawks ti:.<l the 
score one minute al,d thirty- 
nine seconds later as bermennet and beat Harold 
Miniker fed Molt wRh a pass. Mucha after Mueha hadmad 
at the Kitimat bluel in~ thesaveonapointblankshot 
PITTSBURGH (AP) -- 
Pittsburgh Penguins traded 
an undisclosed 1980 draft 
selection to Chicago Black 
Hawks for defenceman Dale 
Tailon, the National Hockey 
League team announced 
Monday. 
"With injuries to Bob 
Paradise and Randy Carlyle 
we could not afford to start 
this season without an ex- 
perienced defenceman on 
the left side," said Penguins 
general manager Baz 
• Bastien. 
The team also announced 
that Marie Faubert was 
assigned to Binghamton of 
the American Hockey 
League. 
Tallon, who will be 28 
years old next week, was the 
second player selected in the 
1970 amateur draft by 
Vancouver Canucks. 
ff your Canada Savings Bonds  mature this year 
........... Now's the time m 
reinves  new 
C   ada Sa ngs Bonds 
Here three easy steps to keep  mur money working for you. 
1 Loca l -  "," ~,(-" ~dentify ~ in connect ion  w i th  the redempt ion of 
your  b~:i~.~ ' . ' . ?~/ i~ .~U your bonds  wil l  be done for you at that 
T~o "~ ~c ~ ,f Canada Savin-s  , i - ~  time. For"S24" bonds the transfer of 
. ' .... ' - ~ • " g +' " ~ ftmds wil l  take place automat ica l ly  on 
Bonds matt!re thi~ ~+all: , . ,~ii~ v~, + November  1. 
1969/7~) S,'.rics ($24) matur ing  ~. .~-"~I  In the same transaction, you can 
~ 78 November  l, I .. ; ', ~ . .  . 7-- ~ ~..i ~"*" ~ ~ sign up for the new 1978/79 Series 
1968 S!,,::.~:~l Replacement Series ~ A ~  -~::~ Canada Sawngs Bonds. You may 
{SR) matt]ri.flL ("Lt otwr 1, 1978. ~ ~t / ' j~. , -~ " ~J ~ reinvest all proceeds from your 
L,~t,k f,}r"524" or"SR"  ~ . .~  / / ~  +~. ~-  ~ matur ing  bonds in  the new Series. 
precedin,  he ~,,' i'~ n tmber on the ~ .  ~ . ~ .  q"&:,~ ~ Also ,,ou rnav buy an addit ional  " ' . . . .  • + ~-- x 'i/¢~,' . ,'-..~'/~ , z z 
corner of ~ '~mt ~11 ~,urm+, bonds ~ g • ~ ~ ~ ~  L''-=i ' ~ .  ..... " J  .. + _~.~- .+ am ountu  p to $ ,30000 , the 
~---~X~ , ~  ~.. ~ ~Z-  .... , purchase l imi t  of the 1978/79 Series. 
Find ou+. the cask ,,~1,,~, ~ - ~  ++= . ~ , ~  It s a great way to keep your money  
n ~: ,  " =a~ ~ie&a~ ~ ~ "  " ;~ J~- -  . ~ ~ &  . .  r I 
~: • work ing tor you " l ° fY  °urb°nds ~ + ~ " ' , 
At m;.t u ri+ I,: every holder of"$24" now 
or"SR" b(_)l'iLt'., will receive the face There are more than 900,000 
value show[; ~ ,:t the bond, plus a special Canad ians  who own matur ing  bonds. If 
you are one of them, go to your  bank, cash bonus pav];~cut and any interest 
payable cm O.~ b(mds. 
If you I~avv ,my quest ions about 
the value of y,~+ tt bonds, just ask the 
people who.re y,Ju bank or invest. 
Spec ia l  a rmnge,  menE,  
make  it easy  ~o re invest  
Simply present y~:;u' "$24'  and 
"SR" Series Canada SaviourS:+ 1_', rods to 
your bank  or other authuri',:ed 
redempt ion agora. AI! the paperwork 
investment  dealer, trust company or 
credit un ion  and make arrangements to 
reinvest in the new Canada Savings 
Bonds. Do it now and avoid the rush! 
New Canada Savings Bonds offer you a great choice 
W~tL ~hu ;row Series, you have a 
ell, ,i ..... ;: b ,,b,. There's aRegular 
ha~,ri:,,t I;,md that pays interest each 
vcai~. ,\~,! ,~ (',,mp~tmd Interest Bond 
{hat r;:ttlv,:.d, 5.'~)u~ interest automatically, 
t',~lrllu.,j', ~r7,.: ,.~d t)t} ylfl.lr interest. 
"lh,~ ~,eg.;ar interest Bond 
:i ,. ,,u w,~gt aregular annual 
u~¢:~ )  :~,: Ir~ ,~+ ',, ~LIr inyt~st nlcnt, you'll 
like Ill.., ':' ~:~dar lutcrcst Bond which 
p;w', ~m~,,~ ~+',,~ tttttmmtically 
c':lt.-h ~,h:~ .',::i, 'r l, 
',; '," ,u ~, !ikv many bondholders, 
voi.l'Jl aplq,.~:l ztt' tile direct deposit 
.'~ : ,' ". ',: t C mvcnient option, 
y(nt~ :.:~..~r t~d,cp(~sitcd directly into 
~ (~tll ~!l+ it'.i~t;or S.lVillgsaccnunt. illq~i +` ,. ~.. tt,r it when you buy your 
new bonds. Or, you cau rcu:we y,)ur 
interest by cheque thtuut, h the mail, 
llhe Compound h~l'est Bond 
If you sock savinw+ growth, or 
an investment h~r the [utule, u~ a 
retirement fund, yon'll vhuu~,v dw 
Compound Interest Bond which earns 
interest on your ll}tcrcst, ohcr the first 
year, at the guaranteed ammal rate of 
8.90%. For example, a$ I(X) btmd will 
grow to $181,74 at maturity in ju,~t 
7 years. 
Security and Instant cash 
Whichever typc,,f bond you 
choose, you will (IWI1 ;1 bi~ift', ~t't:tlttr 
investment which t:;Irl bt. tt~r,~:d irlD) 
instant cash whencw'r yt,u need it. 
Agoodretum 
• New Canada Savings Bonds arc 
dated November 1,1978 and yield an 
avenme annual interest of 8.90% when 
held t'i) maturity in 1985. Each new bond 
earns interest of 8.50% the first year and 
9"/,, for each of the remaining 6 years. 
Buying Canada Savings Bonds 
has been a great Canadian tradition fnr 
.vur 30 years. They're the proven choice. 
.90 
converted the only touch- 
down of the game. 
Larry Key scored the B.C. 
touchdown early in the 
second quarter, capping a 
lengthy march that began 
late in the first quarter. 
Edmonton's only point 
came on a 31-yard Dave 
Cutler field goal in the third 
quater, the only scoring in 
the quarter. The Lions led B-0 
at the half. 
The victory gives B.C. a 
victory of four wins ,and two 
ties in 13 starts, three points 
behind third-place Calgary 
Stampeders, but still with a 
chance to collar the last 
playoff berth. 
Edmonton remains at the 
top of the WFC with only two 
lossr.s thia season, against 
nine wins and two ties. 
to take charge in the first 
half against the Lions. 
Edmonton quarterback 
Tom Wilkinson put a dent in 
his better-than-60-per-eent 
passing average but he had 
little assistance as Brian 
Fryer and Waddell Smith 
dropped easy passes. 
Warren Moon and Wilkinson 
completed just three of 12 
pass attempts in the half and 
the Eskimos managed just 65 
yards net offence. 
Lion quarterback Jerry 
Tagge held himself to a 
number of short tosses but 
numerous B.C. gains were 
nullified by penalties. The 
Lions, on the other hand, 
picked up some sizeable 
gains by running through 
from half-hearted tackling 
efforts by the Eskimos. 
single by Passaglia. 
Defensive back John 
Beaten picked off a 
Wilkinson pass two plays 
later and that began a nine- 
play, 58-yard touchdown 
drive by the Lions. 
Tagge went to ~ C'haruk 
three times through the air 
to set up a two-yard plunge 
by Key IB seconds into the 
second quarter. 
Moon replaced Wilkinson 
in the second Edmonton 
offensive series but the Lions 
still controlled the ball 
through most of the quarter. 
Penalties foiled B.C. drives 
again, however, including a 
spate of illegal motion calls 
and the Lions were unable to 
put any more points on the 
board despite good field 
position. 
N124832 N127063 N159919 N162532 N172015 N174154 N184119 
N193580 N195032 N195925 N196749 N212481 N215768 N226636 
N231536 N240705 N253909 N274262 N297685 N340024 N374908 
H384936 N375517 N40228B N404247 N406858 N421757 N424852 
N425402 N431386 N456755 N482110 N487728 N492047 N493682 
N500682 N503615 N504228 N510212 N536277 N601456 N621193 
N623375 N647165 N659774 N666403 N672690 N675543 N678317 
P102111 1 '1/5;12 F'115816 P122333 P124713 P147876 P168494 
F'175103 P175876 F'178236 P247972 P262040 P272430 P277050 
F'279808 F'310822 F'315648 P330576 P331552 F'335427 P345012 
P363722 F'375127 P394742 P374723 P402182 P408408 P409321 
F'411745 F'416112 F'419414 P428689 F'435521 P436133 P476556 
F'485527 F'$24440 F'530626 P544010 P563107 P568401 P610170 
P613504 P630406 P&32069 P653090 P659903 P667228 0103443 
U1412~7 01440&5 0148240 0148284 Q186494 Q191932 0245587 
Q248137 0255241 0256847 0288442 03000?3 Q308823 0318184 
0320110 0332699 ~355089 0414432 0420487 0421450 0423145 
0432624 0446571 0459505 0470795 0475540 G502361 0526063 
0528274 0528656 0546027 0551297 0568591 0583758 0603650 
060647& 0646912 0669812 RI05625 Rl10251 R115577 R123909 
R129262 RI.38708 R146124 R151237 R162557 R198999 R207100 
R208482 R219050 R242552 R256352 R265929 R282489 R292426 
R295210 R335243 R340454 R342860 R362538 R403849 R423761 
R440847 R441013 R446913 R510231 R526148 R526234 R580983 
R596223 R612780 R617423 R632174 R644379 R678792 $108435 
5113300 $131640 $132722 5137593 $140739 $157469 5162111 
5154932 $167461 5185462 5187279 9193388 $202861 $205830 
5237096 $264749 $265450 $279223 $292903 $357838 $360078 
$372782 5379558 $393844 $427129 $428811 5436201 $443524 
$466717 5478702 $488534 5501210 $507637 $512276 $525717 
5554822 $568657 $569997 $571190 9585054 $616856 $634851 
5639217 5645845 1'117266 T12~922 T132654 T144765 1'201535 
T204193 T20~685 •[225129 T226885 '[229965 T231729 T233024 
T253464 "[325009 "[346014 '[349405 T372897 T377784 '[387832 
T393049 T401955 T416603 T431290 T432489 1'435599 'r467656 
T491544 T504954 1'516070 T517747 'r557102 T607808 T642696 
T&46051 '[651579 T651729 T665537 'I'566848 Ul10195 U123895 
U13919~5 U192786 U190607 U244491 U258429 U261502 U272972 
U275390 U2846&2 U284981 U277277 U310591 U317553 IJ378681 
U3790~9 tJ380522 U447129 U450634 U462818 U467883 U478544 
U480980 U492809 U504221 U517021 U517423 U541300 U609625 
U633900 U64f;130 U651312 U675816 U680449 Vl13800 V140745 
U145146 V150641 V165428 U184622 U193556 V206627 U251795 
V256890 V258533 V302036 V303387 V337152 U351957 U362788 
U377600 U394654 U418161 V423671 U452020 U469910 V472035 
V486109 V499467 V501394 V512488 U520629 V534052 V559588 
V560879 V584332 V602592 V604569 U610159 U610245 V642770 
V645848 V651615 V653289 V665133 U678272 W115937 W154546 
W155081 W179898 W192280 W194675 W239872 W252120 W253049 
W259718 W262732 W270900 W274848 W275674 W277554 W282117 
W301270 W320236 W323657 W381056 W388183 ~391173 W406406 
W421758 W428105 W428782 W445935 W451062 ~456861 W470542 
W474031 W483456 W495502 W502818 W522307 W525324 W526798 
W552311 W572630 W596879 W603000 W620778 W623633 W627602 
W631999 W657895 W668081 W674995 X131012 X132528 X143530 
X144230 X191017 X201206 X212786 X233614 X240626 X253102 
X266759 X269336 X270166 X278462 X322225 X325009 X330371 
'X350935 X366404 X368437 X378578 X380696 X386B13 X420007 
X431991 X455583 X474248 X478840 X482973 X494943 X508199 
X562999 X579831 X619963 X632046 X636172 X648328 X653183 
X655679 X670403 X682956 Y124656 Y218418 Y224220 Y225927 
Y233193 Y277722 Y283794 Y300096 Y310938 Y339060 Y345998 
Y355012 Y368192 Y378358 Y389099 Y390116 Y419282 Y453989 
Y459424 Y468850 Y477817 Y479847 Y488891 Y520524 Y522736 
Y549386 Y561355 Y593048 Y593529 Y610261 Y627356 Y628571 
Y640129 Y646723 Y647685 Y659738 Y664785 Y670535 Z102844 
Z l16845 Zl16867 Z125589 Z156223 Z167304 Z192555 Z192915 
Z205416 Z225415 Z229583 Z238846 Z269738 Z276347 ~291184 
Z299714 Z309437 Z319707 Z328817 Z343222 Z391309 Z391691 
Z409198 Z409831 Z415493 Z430947 Z473055 Z504128 Z542023 
Z542455 Z546738 Z548120 Z561664 Z603091 Z606B87 Z609943 
Z619127 Z651914 Z676226 
Your bcket number must match those drawn, letter for letter, number for number. 
500 AIR CNg A PRBES** 
500 ~ Canada voyage prizes and 
up to 7 nights (room onb') for two at any one of 
the following part~lmUng hotels. 
Hotel Newfoundland, St. John's; Hotel Nova Scotia, Halifax; Hotel 
Beausejour, Moncton; Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal; Chateau Lau- 
rier Hotel, Ottawa; Hotel Fort Garry, Winnipeg; Hotel MacDonald, 
Edmonton;  Hote l  Vancouver ,  Vancouver .  
If your Voyage Canada ticket number is a ~nning number, follow 
the instructions on the back of your Voyage Canada ticket portion. 
*'There will be one Voyage Canada prize awarded for each ticket number drawn as listed above. 
The prove , cho ice  
• DEFENCETOUGH 
signed by Hamilton last 
week, scored a touchdown 
after blocking Ottawa's first 
punt to start the Tiger-Cats 
to a 25-5 upset win over the 
Rough Riders in Canadian 
Football League action 
Monday. 
It was ouly the third loss in 
12 games for the Riders, who 
lead the Eastern Conference. 
A crowd of 25,712 saw 
Hamilton score its fourth win 
against seven losses and a tie 
to strengthen its third-place 
position. 
Thomas scored from 30 
yards out after blocking an 
Ottawa punt and recovering 
the ball on the third play of 
the game. Thomas also 
stopped one Ottawa drive 
with an interception off 
, Condredge Holloway in the 
third quarter. 
Hamilton's other touch- 
downs came on a two-yard 
run by Jimmy Edwards in 
the second quarter, and an 
end-zone fumble recovery by 
centre Henry Waszczuk with 
less than two minutes 
remaining in the game. 
The stubborn Ticats 
"defence also claimed a two- 
point safety and Nick 
Jambrosic kicked a field 
goal and two converts. 
John'Hay booted a field 
Ti-Cats upset Ottawa 
HAMILTON --  goal and two singles for the onlyHay's37-yardfieldgeal. 
Middle safety Ike Thomas, a Riders. Six plays later, Ottawa's 
Toronto Argonauts castoff Hay's singles came when Art Green fumbled on a punt 
he missed on two field-goal return and Hamilton 
attempts, one from 45 yards linebacker John Martini 
late in the first quarter, and recovered at the Ottawa 45. 
another from 27 yards early After eight plays, the Ticats 
in the second, settled for a Jamb¢osic field 
The Hamilton defence goal from 28 yards. 
gained another two points 
late in the second quarter 
when it twice sacked 
HoUoway and pushed Ottawa 
hack 28 yards to its own two- 
yard iinP.. 
Instead of punting from 
Thomas, a 30-year-old 
import defensive back 
picked up on waivers from 
Toronto, stopped Ottawa's 
next drive with the in- 
terception off Holloway, who 
had replaced starter Tom 
the end zone, kicker Gerry Clements at quarterback 
Kunick lateralled to Jeff midway in the second 
Avery, who was laeklcd in quarter. 
the end zone for the safety. 
The Ticats took the en- 
suing kickoff at their 48, and 
moved to the Ottawa three- 
yard line in only four plays, 
including a 33-yard Jones 
pass to Leif Paterson. Two 
plays later, Edwards ped to 
the outside and broke into 
the end zone for the touch- 
down and Jambrosic, who 
missed the convert on 
Thomas's touchdown, this 
time put it through the 
uprights and the Ticats had a 
15-2 lead at the half. 
Hamilton flanker Dave 
Quehl fumbled the ball and 
Ottawa's Jim Pinskoski 
recovered to give Ottawa 
possession at the Hamilton 
44-yard line. Again the Ti- 
cats defence held, allowing 
The Rough Riders 
threatened again early in the 
fourth quarter, marching to 
the Hamilton 12 but tight end 
Tony Gabriel was ruled out 
of bounds on an apparent 
touchdown reception in the 
end zone and the Riders gave 
up the hall on downs. 
Clements came hack in at 
quarterback midway in the 
final quarter, but couldn't 
find a hole in the Hamilton 
defence. 
With less than two minutes 
left, Nell Lumsden's 57-yard 
punt was fumbled near the 
Ottawa goal line by Bill 
Hatanaka and Waszczuk 
recovered the loose ball in 
the end zone for the touch- 
down. 
HERE THE YIe 
October 6th main draw and Voyage Canada Late Canada winners. 
12 PRIZES OF $1 MILLION 
6607804. . . . . .$1  HILLION 
-607804......$10,000 
- -07804. . . . . .$1 ,000  
- - -7804. . . . . .$200 
. . . .  804. . . . . .$50  
344724~ . . . .  . .$1  MILLION 
-447246. . . . . .$10 ,000 
.... 47246. . . . . .$1 ,000  
.... 7246. . . . . .$200 
. . . . . . .  24&. . . . . .$50  
8482703. . . . . .$1  MILLION 8069210. . . . . .$1  HILLION 
,.) 
-482703. ; . . . ;$10 ,000 -069~I0 . . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -82703. . ** .%'$ I~000 ' = :  : ..... &92 i0 . . . . . ,$1 ,000  
- - -2703. . . . . .$200 . . . .  9210, . . . . .$200 
. . . .  703 . . . .  • .$50 . . . . .  210 . . . . .  °$50 
3071614. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-071614. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -71614.*** . .$1 ,000  
- - -1614. . . * . .$200 
. . . .  614 .~****$50 
7226388. . . . . *$1  MILLION 
-226388. . . . . .$10~000 
- -26388. . . . . .$1 ,000  
. . . . . .  5388. . . . . ,$200 
. . . . . .  388. . . . . .$50  
8876215......$1 MILLION 
-876215. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -76215.*** . .$1 ,000  
- - -6215. . . . . .$200  
- - - -215 . . . . . .$50  
' 7300068. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-300068. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -000~8. , . , . ,$1 ,000  
. . . .  0068, , . . . ,$200 
. . . .  068. . . . . .$50  
3788989. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-788989. . * . . .$10 ,000  
" -88989.*****$1 ,000  
- - -8989. ,~ . .$200 
. . . .  989. . . . . .$50  
4537816. . . . . .$1  MILLION 
-537816. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -3781&. . . . . .$1 ,000  
. . . . .  7816. . . . . .$200 
. . . . .  816, . . . . *$50  
8080633.* . . . *$1  MILLION 
-080633. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- -80633.*****$1 ,000  
- - -0633******$200 
. . . .  633 .*****$50 
6570854. . . . * .$1  MILLION 
-570~54. . . . . .$10 ,000 
- ' -70854. . . * . .$1~000 
- - -0~54, . . . * ,$200 
. . . . . .  854. . . . * .$50  
8 PRIZES OF $100,000' 
5635342 1107616 3831~23 2352889 8161810 
8027518 2652717 7673035 
• There ~l l  be one main draw prize awarded for each complete 7 digit ticket number drawn. 
In the event of discrepancy between the above lists and the official computer print-out of 
randomly selected pdze winning nurnbers, the latter shall prevail. 
If you are a Late Canada S50.O0 winnen 
Most financial institutions' branches ~11 cash Loto Canada 
$50.00 ~nning tickets for'one month 
starting Wednesday, October,] ] th. 
Fill out the coupon on the back of your separate main draw ticket 
portion and present the completed ticket for payment. 
OR 
If you cannot take advantage of this service, follow the instructions 
on the back of your main draw winning ticket portion. 
Comp~e listing of Late Canada's Draw # 9 Winning Numbers ~11 be on display at local re~l 
$1 MILUON IN 
GOLD BULUON 
if your Draw 10 Halloween Draw 
~ortion letter and number match 
those shown at left, you've won 
$1,000,000 in gold. 
Get Your 11mquol~ 
Draw 10 Super Smlx/se 
I 
Good crowd for 
soccer tourney 
Sunny Skies greeted a
good sized crowd as they 
turned out to watch a 
minor soccer tournament 
Saturday held as a 
windup to the Terrace 
Minor Soccer 
Association's very sue- 
ee~ful first season. 
A total of 350 players on 
21 teams took pert in the 
competition, which began 
nt 9:30A.M. at the Skeena 
Secondary School's 
soccer fields. The teams 
were. divided into three 
age categories, 6-8 year 
aids, 9-10 year aids, and 
11-13 year aids. 
After the preliminary 
games were held, and the 
smoke cleared, the 
Aiyamh Red Dee!Is 
Scluared off against the 
Terrace Jets in the n-u 
year old final. At the end 
of regulation time, the 
teams were deadlocked at
one goal apiece. - A 
shootout was then held, 
with each team taking 
five shots at the net. The 
Alyamh squad, emerged 
the victors, outsoering the 
Terrace Jets 4-3 in the 
shootout, o take top spot 
in their division. 
In the 9-10 year old 
division, Mr. Mikes 
Sharks squeaked by 
Soutar's Giants 1-10 to 
nail down top spot in that 
age group. Seen Brady 
was ~e hero, scoring the 
only goal in the contest. 
Phllpott'slChcetaha and 
Manuel's Pumas were the 
two finalists in the 11-12 
age group. This game 
was also very close, with 
the Cheetahs finally 
emerging triumphant' by 
a narrow 3-2 margin. For 
the Philpott's squad, it 
was Manny Vieros, 
George Demedeiros, and 
Brian Curry getting the 
goals, while Randy 
Brooks and Brant 
Broomfield scored for the 
umas in a losing cause. 
. "The tournament went 
• really well. The support 
given by the parents was 
really welcome, and nice 
to see", commented a 
league Spokesman. The 
tournament was the last 
minor soccer League 
action until next spring. 
N104888 N108401 
N219906 N227023 
N295810 N342499 
N449814 N470301 
N532844 N547814 
N614180 N629570 
Pl12257 Pl17022 
P266502 P266975 
P402219 P430021 
P532697 P539611 
P636305 P638943 
P663284 Q101270 
~177963 Q211093 
0264455 U286925 
0387346 0389730 
0440764 U445948 
0534026 Q548712 
0620734 0630671 
R136214 R149408 
R189062 R222628 
R265388 R287983 
R370031 R394561 
R484578 R486044 
R581811 R603958 
$141968 $143106 
$239590 $241871 
$423364 $429675 
5515946 $522095 
5592414 $623393 
¥111484 T127251 
T183953 T199791 
T342744 T366569 
T408141 T410613 
T493001 T548393 
T617111 T619227 
T672497 U110944 
U234793 U235053 
U297190 U309251 
U373777 U591674 
U431546 U465558 
U519657 U528590 
U623045 U625163 
U659103 V112536 
V211285 V256865 
V333961~ V338181 
V434717 V438140 
V549793 V555874 
V665558 V667856 
W163223 W170901 
W252767 N254395 
M292465 ~294313 
M350599 N360882 
W426706 ~441449 
g508455 N509197 
W560978 M568027 
W632087 ~645994 
X202062 X208429 
X282599 X284887 
X341546 X352892 
X433310 X457517 
X556076 X560054 
X679093 Yl10933 
Y215592 Y238700 
Y320810 Y324458 
Y474504 Y539216 
Y612428 Y618648 
Z131883 Z147124 
Z224830 Z230247 
Z348978 Z372059 
Z487864 Z493062 
Z551406 Z571194 
Z667320 Z674317 
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'NOT,4 HASTY DECISION' - 
McVle gets the,.axe 
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) -- would be paid in full for the season was a~ut to begin 
Tommy McVie, the tough two years remainL, g on his was not the best time to 
taskmaster who was contract, make a move, McNab said, 
credited two years ago with Under MoVie, who had "It wan not a hasty dcci- 
turning Washington Capitals them practise in Kdl gCJ~r alan." 
into a competitive t arn, wan and installed curf t~ws. ~e . "Tommy gave us every- 
fired Monday by the Caps responded with a P,~42. ththg," McNab added. "He's 
National Hockey League 14reeordln1976.77, hisllrst a good man. l predict he'll be 
club. full year on the loS. The hack facing us in the NHL." 
"It was the toughest victory total topped the Balisle. 41. played four 
decision l've ever been in- team's total for their first games in the NHL with New 
valved in." said general two NHL seasons. York Rangers in 1960-61. A
manager Max McNab, who But last semgm, winger, he spent most of his 
hired 'MoVie midway Washington dipped to 17A6. pro career in the Western 
through the 1975-76 season to 14, and had to win its 41naf Hockey League, and also 
coach he expansion team. three games to avoid having played in the AHL. 
"Ihavenocommentonthe the worst record in the Hehuscoachedforsixsea- 
haekground ofthe decision," league. MeVle's career total sons at Des Moines, 
McNab said after the Caps in Washington wu 46.1~-~. Syracuse and Philadelphia. 
issued a brief prepared While admitting that a llbrecerdwiththeFirebirds 
statement on MoVie's coaching change an a new last scasenwas 35-35-11. 
release. "It was an 
organizational decision." 
The prepared statement 
said only that while McNab 
and owner Abe Poilin 
, re , , . . . . .  ¢ctor-esi i made, "they both felt the improvement in the team's S core  
performance had not 
measured up to their ex- Terrace Minor Hockey The Terrace and Prince 
Pep teams came through Rupert Midgets split their 
with victories in three out of series at Terrace. Rupert 
pectatlons." 
Named to replace MoVie 
was Danny Belisle, who last 
season coached Philadelphia 
Pirebirds in the American 
Hockey League. He'll take 
over the Caps when they 
open the season in los 
Angeles against the Kings on 
Wednesday night. 
McNab said MoVie, who 
was not available for 
comment on his dismissal 
N158056 N167835 N182169 N189175 
N239894 N243970 N268387 N279421 
N364581 N397066 N401280 N410402 
N490808 N500542 N505200 N523548 
N571514 N581532 N583318 N585006 
N638853 N639811 N649920 N678437 
P146816 P191551 P220824 P228202 
P276180 P307903 P309672 P355323 
P433916 P454166 P467898 .P474737 
P554078 P571372 P572358 Pa01515 
P648022 P656016 P658425 P658564 
0102725 Q106618 0113433 0126768 
0219353 ~231877 0239392 0246984 
0326199 Q333085 0336984 Q344061 
0398927 G401285 0406199 0410909 
0453918 0477611 ~477968 0506584 
0558371 Q574515 0594249 Q614964 
0645694 Q656776 R107310 RI16946 
R155974 R161391 R163750 R170140 
R225579 R241854 R24J893 R244898 
R306729 R311483 R337053 R339219 
R417200 R429330 R434680 R4743~6 
R504669 R525027 R547950 R57610~ 
R622850 R637322 R655399 R673658 
S157874 $163157 S167794 5168529 
$249597 $2526~4 $285974 5337152 
$438761 $471249 5474519 $500123 
$524372 $544255 5555583 $580551 
$647920 5652590 $666763 S~3076 
T156095 T161807 r167449 'ri~t]?52 
T250549 T2~2332 r313208 r324008 
T367579 1368~79 r374514 1375530 
T414&73 r425022 T439772 T444549 
T549854 '1'553590 r57~049 r~04428 
T636381 '[63~250 r644731 r652421 
U128151 U130187 IJ159951 IJ164137 
U255254 1J259819 U263258 U264820 
U324270 U325579 tJ330797 U370938 
U399638 U403999 U40~847 U410770 
U469978 U472173 U491473 U496449 
U529295 U558734 U564798 U574~64 
U~32115 U640755 U642707 L;~44456 
V117746 V13048~ V146367 V182133 
V283036 U290315 U29179B U~97324 
.V348201 V392393 9413739 V431535 
V448787 V483938 V488165 V495805 
V562522 V572618 V594432 V619982 
V668837 Wl18378 W139142 W143097 
W202293 W207620 W231449 W237926 
W257827 W264859 W267661 W270834 
W324273 W327221 W330433 W346042 
W363599 M394626 W405097 ~413164 
W449832 W453127 W473633 W490395 
W509511 W520469 W547547 W548352 
W586239 W594139 W595757 W&ll2~I 
W657085 XI09315 X132570 X169287 
X224045 X224339 X231651 X256010 
X289669 X309854 X314270 X331919 
X359618 X386871 X388346 X403188 
X461584 X477811 X488563 X528724 
X567951 X585083 X609670 X637565 
Yl16188 Y167321 Y174545 Y185109 
Y250323 Y254703 Y258406 Y260000 
Y329972 Y334190 Y341469 Y343943 
Y552256 Y573421 Y582364 Y595549 
Y637488 Y670069 Y684402 Z102918 
Z152084 Z171640 Z171915 Z213858 
Z245390 Z253293 Z275352 Z284349 
Z404869 Z436437 Z464430 Z46B097 
Z497581 Z509724 Z518655 2519232 
Z597292 Z607162 Z607043 Z616847 
Z678221 
Your ticket number must match Ihose drawn, letter for letter, number for number. 
500 VIA RAIL CANADA PRIZES** 
500 VIA Rag Canada voyage prizes and 
up to 7 nights (room only) for twe at any one of 
the foBowlng paltklpating hotels. 
N193452 
N286527 
N419890 
N524785 
N605300 
P111873 
P256928 
P398917 
P515103 
P602033 
P661921 
0135780 
0255940 
0363732 
0421705 
0524184 
0618371 
Rl19670 
R172582 
R258718 
R360120 
R477879 
RSU0805 
~683322 
5188464 
5361472 
5509045 
~;581683 
1100458 
T170702 
'r339457 
r ~05~70 
1'4~6220 
'1'605~74 
T661795 
IJ20592~ 
I.J266545 
U371916 
U411116.  
U513013 
U622305 
U&57694 
U184780 
V311238 
V434129 
V51&513 
V&60297 
W144283 
W248991 
W286366 
W350215 
W417343 
W500170 
W551202 
W624301 
X103423 
X279975 
X336166 
X410327 
X538040 
X640253 
Y211434 
Y318993 
Y451999 
Y599596 
Z120455 
Z219587 
Z346580 
Z477245 
Z522876 
Z651666 
Hotel Nc~vfcundland. St. John's; Hotel Hays Scala, Halifax; Hotel 
Beausejour, Menorah; Oueen Flizabeth Hotel, Montreal; Chateau Lau- 
rier Hotel, Ottawa; Hotel Fort Gany, Winnipeg; Hotel MacDonald, 
Edmonton; Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver. 
If your Voyage Canada ~ket number is a wtnningnumber, follow 
the instructions on the back of your Voyage Canada ticket portion. 
**There will be one Voyage Canada prize awarded for each ticket number drawn as listed above. 
Minor Rep teams 
four exhibition games played scored first in Friday's game 
on the weekend against 10ut it wan all Terrace after 
Prince Rupert opponente, that as the hometown kids 
ltwasul~ettimeatPrince posted a 4-1 victory. 
Rupert as the Terrace Emile Gngnon fired two 
Peewee 'B' Repa downed goals to pace the winners. 
Rupert's %' Repo twice. Bruno Hidher and Larry 
Terrace scored twice In the Swanson had one each. 
third period to win Friday's Mark Morberg scored for 
game4-2. Thaywereiled.'l-I R I~.  
after the first ~0'minutee. In Saturday's contest 
and 2-2 going into the hB.t .Rupert fired three third- 
period, period goals to defeat 
Michael Roow, -Den Terrace 6-3. Ken Guyan had 
a pair for Rupert. Terrace 
markers were scored by Jim 
Palahicky, Rob Collins and 
Bruno Hidber. 
The new inter-city rap 
league gets underway next 
weekend. Four of the 
Terrace Pep teams are now 
sponsored. We have Terrace 
Chrysler Juveniles, All 
Seasons Midgets. Inland 
Denworth Bantams and 
Twin River Timber 
Peewees. 
Kittain, Troy Raye and Rod 
Philpott scored the Terra~ 
goals. 
In Saturday's game, it was 
I-I again after the first 
~ rind, but Terrace IX~pod 
six goals in the se¢,ondand 
Id a 7-3 lead after two. 
Final score was 7-4. 
Kaye set the pace with a pair 
iof goals. Singles were 
notched by Ronw. Terry 
Barber. Randy Cote. Dave 
Jephson and Todd Davis. 
Badminton clinic 
Thursday. evening 
The Terrace Badminton and poople who would like to 
Club is well on its way into_ improve their game, a clinic 
the new season for 1978-7D. will be held on October 12th. 
The fee for adults to join will at 7 o'clock at the Thornhlll 
High School gymnasium. 
Local Badminton coaches 
will be putting it on so please 
plan to attend. For mar. 
information please contact 
Chuck Cey at 635-3564 or 635- 
61(~. 
be 5~0.00 per year per persen 
and for Juniors - $18.00. We 
have had exce l lentpar -  
ticipation up to this point and 
we are looking forward to 
seeing more new people 
enjoy partieipactio~. 
Especially for new people 
John, Figucroa to 
start first game 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  were more susceptible to a 
ManagerTommyLasordaot s inkerbal l -p i tch ing,  left 
Los Angeles Dodgers hander, which is J6hn's 
created a mild suprise stock-in-trade. 
Monday when he  ~ tO John won the second game 
veteran left-hander Tommy of the National League 
John as the starting pitcher 12ayoffs against 
fortonight'sflrstgameofthe P i lade lph ia  Ph i l l i es  
World Series baseball chain- hr~wing a 4-0 shutout in 
pionship against New York widch there were 23 ground. 
Yankees. ball outs. 
Earlier, manager Bob Jackson, who with Lemon, 
Lemon named right-hander Figueroa, Lasox;da and 
Ed Figueroa, 20-9, s his Dodgers first baseman Steve 
opening.game starter for the Garvey appeared at a 
Yankees in the best-of-seem Monday news conference, 
series. Lemon also discloeed said about his DH status: 
"I'm not crazy about it, but 
Lemon has been doing an 
outstanding job and 
whatever he says I'll go 
long with. After all, winning 
is the bottom line." 
Figueroa, who won 20 
games for the first time in 
his fiveyear major league 
career, credited his success 
to the fatherlytype Lemon 
Flgueron said "he wasn't 
concerned with his 0-3 record 
in postsenson play, which 
includes New York's only 
loss in the American League 
pisyoff against Kansas City 
Peyab. 
that Pe~ie  Jackson would 
be the American League 
champion's designated 
hitter. 
Lanorda had been ex- 
pected to select Burr Hooton, 
19-9, whohe had described as 
his most consistent pitcher 
during the regular season. 
Bat after a meeting with his 
coaches and John b~o~ a 
late Monday practice, at 
Dodgers Stadium, Lm0rdn 
said the 35-year.old John was 
his fwst-pme pitcher. 
The decision appaready 
was based on scouting 
reports that the Yankees 
AIIthe 
azehe . 
'['estd a  to at 
Z TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~U Hwy. ti 
Terrace, B,C. Vlln IUI 
m4m 
]H[ON]D.Pk  Oealev Uceace Number OtOiIA 
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HARDWARE STORES 
60RDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T,V, GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
i |  iilmmallUleeUlilllllllliilelilmlilleelglgnalililmIlmeIlII 
TUESDAY 5 pRm. to midnight 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
1978 World 
Series 
i i 
Hourglass 
Outdoor 
Education 
Paper 
Chase 
! 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Elec½ric 
Company 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Dick 
Cavett 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
Newsmakers 
Evening at 
Symphony 
14S 
145 
. 145 
~°ri ~ *,NG (NBC) 
F:lve Star Movie 
'Hotel' 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
6 Million 
Dollar Man 
News 
Hour 
Headline 
Hunters 
What's 
My Line 
Gdpa, Goes 
To Washington 
:.1 i I'n'he IT'me' T°m '  15 Beginning &Treas 
:30 ' Taxi The Two 
: 45 Ronnles 
GRAND PRIX RACE 
C,anad ian  dr iver  w ins  
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
When Gilles Villeneuve won 
the Canadian Gland Prix for 
Formula t cars Sunday, he 
was leas impressed with 
being the first Canadian 
driver towin a GP race than 
with what his triumph could 
do for young drivers in 
Canada. 
The 26-year-old from Ber- 
thierville, Que., drove his 
red Ferrari to a 13-second 
victory over Jedy Scheckter 
of South Africa in a 
Canadian-owned Wolf Ford 
in the 70-lap race on the 4.5- 
ldlometre lie Notre Dame 
curse. 
Carlos Reutemann of 
Argentina, Villeneuve's 
team-mate, finished third. 
"Being the first Canadian 
or not doesn't mean as much 
as simply winning a Grand 
Prix race," Villeneuve said. 
"I guess if there would 
have been a Canadian before 
five t)r t0 years ago, it would 
have been easier when I 
started. 
"I'm happy I did it. Now 1 
Ihink it's easier for 
everyL~)dy else to start in 
motor racing and to get 
sponsors and everything 
else. 
The vic;ory was worth n.ine 
points and allowed 
Villeneuve to finish in the top 
10 in the world driving 
championship point stan- 
dings in his [irsl full season 
on the G.P. circuit. The 
dian finished in a tie with 
Emerson l,"ittipaldi of Brazil 
in nir, lh place. B.lh had l? 
points. Fittipaldi s a former 
world champiE~n. 
Mario Andretti uf 
Nazareth, l'a., ',vii, finished 
10th .n Sun(hly in his JPS 
Lotus, clincilc¢t the world 
driving champitituship with 
64 points after the Italian 
'races before the Canadian 
event. 
The late Ronnie Paterson 
vf Sweden was second behind 
Andretti with 51 points. 
Peterson died from injuries 
suffered in the race at 
Monza. 
Reutemann finished the 
season in third position with 
411 points, and two-time world 
champion Niki Lauda of 
Austria was fourth at 44. 
Villeneuve had the third 
position on the starting grid 
and fell to fourth on the first 
lap. Pole sitter Jean-Pierre 
Jarier of France in a JPS 
Lotus was the l~der  for 48 
laps before an oil seal broke, 
forcing him out of the race, 
The young Canadian 
moved his Ferrari into third 
position on the 19th lap when 
he passed Alan Jones of 
Australia in a Williams, and 
caught Scheckter for second 
spot on the 251b turn around 
followed Jarier for 24 laps 
before the Frenchman had to 
retire. 
"I was getting signs from 
the pit crew to slow down 
even when I was second," 
Villeneuve said. "That 
worried me a little." 
But the Ferrari crew was 
confident Jar ier 's  Lotus 
would not last the race, and 
wanted Villeneuve to save 
his car and finish. Jarier had 
led much of the United States 
GP race at Watkins Glen, 
N.Y., a week earlier and was 
forced out with mechanical 
problems. It was generally 
agreed before the race that, 
like the Glen, the lie Notre 
Dame track was too de- 
manding for a Lotus. 
" I 'm really mad about 
this," Ja r ier  said. 
"Mechanical problems two 
weeks in a row. But at least I
showed that I 'm one of the 
me winning a Grand Prix Grand Pri× at Monza, two the course. Villeneuve then best drivers in the world, 
I I I I  I I I I l l  .i 
BUSINESS D,I.REI:TORY 
Ilaa mmI 
i 
SKEEIIA VALLEY TOOVEY 
RENTALS SERVICE 
Most Anything-MostAnytime For MEROURY OANA(Va~tsN)I'URE YP J iAHA 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-IN DiV iLIUA LS (outboard DOLMAR 
motors) 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. O~ (chain saws) 
Hours: Man. - Sat. 8.t 
l t ~  ::~ I 'To Be Quincy The Word I @~I  IFA17 494~GreigAvenue . . . . . .  Dealer LIcence Be=, e l . .  
I I :30 News Announced Is ou, J IBeg ' / " I I  II F'hon~as7417 ququ ureng Number 02013A IOO'O l& I  
V :4s i 
' 1 1 - ' ~ "  ~ The ~ BONDED INSURED 
i~  National News t KITCHEN • CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
News Hour J = PHILLIPS JAN ITORIAL  I I :30 The Best Night F inal  i • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
I l i a .  '.45 lofCarson Final Bh,,A_ w QESIDEHTIAL  COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 
19: I I iT.,.,.s,o. LateShow i Kojak 'Kiss and Kill' 'Barnaby Jones' • FREE ESTIMATES ' 
. _ _  130 I ~TC=HEN I All Types of Cleaning 
BRAD RwESE IK,~'~ C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEA~ilNG 
AREA .ANA~ER ~ A B I N E T S  l CLEANING WEDNESDAY 10 aRm. to 5 pam, sac .,.,VENUE . ~v~ All work done to your satisfaction 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L  3K5  (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS. 564.148e R R 2N. EBY,  LINPHILLIPS -- • ,, 
A III L ,00 The New Canadian Kareen's Electric RES. 562.2201 FREE ESTIMATES TF'R~CE, B.C M~U~cam leI.O;~14tc~e 
l I i lS High Rollers Schools Yoga Company J i ~  
i I :30 Wheel of Mister , M for Music ~'i 
I ~ il F :45 Fortune Dressup What s Word Shop 
i :00 
:15 
:30 
i s  aS :4s 
l 145 
| :00 
:15 
:30 
America 
Alive 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
:45 
:00 
:15 
:30 
:45 
Sesame 
St reel 
Bob Switzer 
News 
Search for  
Tomorrow 
Bob McLean 
Show 
Edge 
Of Night 
To Be 
Announced 
Cookin(~] 
Mad 
Dash 
Definition 
Noon 
News 
Movie Malinee 
'McMillan & 
Wife: Husbands, 
Wives & Killers' 
Another 
Worl~ 
i 
Alan 
Natural Science 
2 cents Worth 
Safety 
Write On 
Specials 
~ I  :00 Movie Take 
:IS 'Powderkeg' Thirty Hamel Show Easy 
' 30 Celebrity Book I 
': 45 Cooks Beat 
i :00 FIIntstones The Price Sesame 
: 15 Is Right Street 
: 30 Ca rol 
I :45 Burnett 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJllllllllllllll 
t 
Art Starts 
Inside.Out 
Stories 
Music 
Stories of Am. 
Music Place 
Book, Listen 
Economics 
Over 
PART IE~ 
Q 
LE  CREUSET 
,iJ 
• ,• 4 
. . "Le  Creuset Ware is 
impor ted  f rom France. 
It's made of cast-iron, 
which is famous for 
conduct ing  heat  
g radua l ly  and evenly 
(a necess i ty  for  
French specialt ies l ike 
Sauce Bearnaise).  The 
cast- iron is coated with 
a h ighly  heat-resistant, 
d iamond.hard  vitreous 
enamel .  Some Le 
Creuset utensils are 
l ined with a dul l  black 
enamel  (for f ry ing or 
saute ing  over  h igh  
heat)  wh i le  others are 
l ined wi th  tan enamel  
( fo r  roas t ing ,  s im.  
mer ing  or cooking over  
low heat).  Of course, 
a l l  Le Creuset cooking 
surfaces are made to 
conform to the stan- 
dards set by the Food 
and  Drug Ad. 
ministration and by 
the B.S.I. 
"Both  Le Creuset  
linings prevent food 
from sticking and 
make the utensils very 
easy to clean." 
llillllllllllllmlllglglillmllllglllllglllllllglllllllllllll 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
4606 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace 
Ph, 635-657U 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m. 6.30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T,V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, rlltachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 035.4543 
BANQUETS 
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle DIRo 
B. POLICHEK J. Y. P AU1 
PHONE 635 .5683 PHONE eBB.eaR2 
CHARTER: 
DE EP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at . ~ _ ~  
Lakelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates / 
Boats for Sale J 
1 MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTE RS Phone 798.2267 at WaterLily Bay Resort ill i 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-61PS 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VgG 1V$ 
FJN 
COI4TIKIlON L l1~ t ~  
]Ready-lWSx 635-3936 
OONORETE TERRACE, B.C. 
OUSTOM OONORETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rock 
Yello~head Fire Protection 
Yellowhead Securities Systems I,M. 
"PRIVATE iNVESTIGAtOR • 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE (604) 635-3863 
TERRACE, 6.C. OR (604) 635-3861 
VgG 3N5 
× 
I Boaflopplng & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops - I ~ ~  
Headliners - Tonneao Covers- Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats I ; ; ; ~  
recovered In original color and material, front & back I.;  
$225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete | ' ~ ~  
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration J 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to § 
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Gov't seeking 
ch ie f  coroner  
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
British Columbia govern- 
meat has decided to appoint 
a chief coroner to supervise 
the province's 150 coroners. 
The government is ad- 
vertisisg for applicants for 
the post, and indicate the job 
would be of interest to 
persons earning more than 
$40,000 a year. 
The advert isements,  
Which appeared in local 
newspapers this weekend, 
say the successful applicant 
would be responsible for the 
coroner's act, drafted and 
passed by the former New 
Democratic Party govern- 
ment, but not yet 
proclaimed. 
The new coroner would 
control and supervise 
, coroner's throughout the 
province, conducting their 
training and preparing a 
code of ethics. At present, 
B.C. coroner's are re- 
epons!ble to the deputy attor- 
ney.general. 
The advertisement says 
those thinking of applying 
should be qualified doctors 
or lawyers, or persons with 
specialized training and 
experience. 
Prison 
doctor 
examined 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  An 
invto,:~ation into file ac- 
tivities of a doctor formerly 
employed at the Lower 
Mainland Regional 
Correctional Centre in 
nearby Burnaby has been 
completed and a report sent 
to AttorneyGenerai Garde 
Gardom. 
The doctor, who has not 
been identified, did not have 
his contract at the prison 
renewed after five women, 
members of the Sons of 
Freedom Doukhobor sect, 
complained in June that he 
used toothpaste instead of 
lubricating jelly to eonfluct 
an internal examination ofa 
female prisoner. 
No cha.les were laid, but 
the British Columbia College 
of Physicians ordered an 
investigation by a college 
committee. 
A spokesman for the group 
said it will be up to Gardom 
to act on the committee's 
recommendations.  The 
recommendations have not 
been made public. 
Thieves lift 
athletes loot 
ELMSFORD, N.Y. (AP) - -  
An 800-pound safe, con- 
taining at least $7,000 
belonging to New York 
Rangers of the National 
,. Hockey League, was stolen 
from a hotel early Monday, 
police said. 
A detective said between 
$7,-000 and $8,000 inside the 
safe belonged to the 
Rangers, who were staying 
at the hotel while training m 
nearby Hawthorne. 
An undetermined amount 
of cash and valuables 
belonging to other guests 
also was taken, he said. 
Names in 
the news 
• • ROCKFORD, I11. (AP) 
. . ' - -  The celebrity life has 
overwhelmed Ben 
Abruzzo, one of three men 
' ' to cross the Atlantic 
• Ocean in a helium balloon 
'. .' last August. 
... .  ' '~It is. mere difficult 
". th=.  me pre-flight 
.. ' .  'planning, the final flight 
• preparations or the flight 
• . .  itself," Abruzzo said. 
. "I' am. just over- 
Whelmed at the great 
• attention, it couldn't have 
.been  anticipated or ex- 
,' :pected.". 
• ' ' . '  Abmzzo, an 
Albuquer(lue, N.M,, 
businessman, visited his 
" . . . .  home town here Sunday 
' to he inducted into the 
city's new Italian- 
American Hall of Fame. 
He said the worldwide 
attention focused on him 
and his fellow hailoaistst 
Maxle Anderson and 
Larry Newman of Albu- 
~ee erque, has been more mending than they 
expected. 
He said that since the 
flveday adventure that 
hogan in the'United States 
and ended Aug. 16 in the 
French countryside, they 
have been besieged by 
requests to endorse 
political candidates 
Vancouver coroner Glen not say whether he would 
MacDonald, who for years -apply for the new post. 
Doug Jacks, the coroner in has been supervising other 
coroners in the province and 
conducting major inquests, 
said Monday the ap- 
peintment ofa chief coroner 
is a positive. 
However, MacDonald did 
= 
nearby New Westminster, 
said the position won't be 
easy to fill. Highly.trained 
forensic pathologists are 
rare, he said, with only about 
two or three currently 
operating in Canada. 
BCGEU 
• HOSTS 
BURNABY -- The 43,000 
member B.C. Govern- 
ment Employees' Union 
will play host to 
representatives of its 
Swedish counter part, a 
150,000 member union 
when they visit Van- 
couver. 
The swedish public 
employee union which is a 
white collar union 
representing government 
employees, is sending a 
i five person delegation.. _ 
Rights battle continues 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
Supporters of equal rights 
for women in the United 
States plan to put the next 
few years to use justifying a
congressional reprieve for 
the beleagured equal rights 
amendment (ERA).' 
By a margin Friday of 
almost two to one, the Senate 
followed the House • of 
Representatives in ap- 
proving a measure that 
would extend the time limit 
for states to ratify the ERA 
by three years, to June 30, 
1982. 
Between now and then, 
supporters of the amend- 
ment must convince at least 
three more states to ratify 
the ERA so it can be at- 
tached to the U.S. Con- 
stitution. They have their.. 
work cut out for them. declaration that a "state of 
The National Organization emergency" exists for the 
of Women, which with ERA, which would prohibit 
to0,000 members is the discrimination on the basis 
largest feminist organization of sex. 
in the U.S., renewed during a There appears to be good 
weekend meeting i t s  reason for their warning. 
I S ECON D / daily'herald S CT,O.J 
In the current negotiations between Canada Post and the 
Canadmn Un,on of Postal Workers, Canada Post bel:eves that the 
time has come for Canadians to be given the facts, and the 
opportunity to draw their own conclusions. 
Nter all, it's your postal service...and your money. 
UNION POSITION 
Hours of Work 
A 30.hour week for 40 hours pay 
This includes an estimated 18 hours for wash.up periods, 
breaks, and lunch periods 
Wages 
An increase of $1.11 per hour plus unlimited Cost Of Living 
EMPLOYER OFFER 
Hours of Work 
A 40.hour week for 40 hours pay 
This includes 21/2 hours for wash.up periods and breaks 
Wages 
A total increase of $1.01 per hour* 
Allowance (COLA) ;, 
This would represent a wage rate of $11.00 per hour before 
premiums and COLA (basedon a 3O.hourwork week). 
Meaning that as of 31st December 1978, a postal clerk would 
earn at least $17,218 per annum, including COLA, but 
excluding premiums and overtime. 
Shift Premiums 
(in addition to the basic wage rate) 
--  $3.63 per hour for evenings and nights (based on a 30-hour 
week) 
- -  $22.00 per hour for Saturdays (based on a 30.hour week) 
$33.00 per hour for Sundays (based on a 30.hour week) 
•Holidays 
- -4 weeks from the 1st year 
- -5 weeks after 6 years 
--6 weeks after 11 years 
--7 weeks after 16 years 
--Plus I week for each year after 20 years 
This includes 41¢ in hourly wages plus 60¢ per hour Cost Of 
Living Allowance (COLA) payments. 
With the increase, a postal clerk could earn $7.76 per hour for 
a 40.hour week This amounts to at least $16,196 per annum, 
including COLA, but excluding premiums and bvertlme. 
"Subject to AIB approval 
Shift Premiums 
(in addition to the basic wage rate) 
- -  40¢ per hour for evenings and nights 
60¢ per hour for Saturday work 
75¢ per hour tor Sunday work 
Holidays 
- -3 weeks from 1st year 
--3 weeks after•13 years 
- -5  weeks after 27 years 
! 
k 
| 
The current negotiations are for a better mail service for Canadians. During long negotiations, Canada Post has made 
serious efforts to find areas of agreement. We have made otters,g_uaranteeing job secudty, classification and wages to 
individuals in the event of technological change. The Union s position as outlined above is the same as it was 
18 months ago. 
Our offer represents an average annual increase of $1,709 including COLA, over an 18.month period. 
The Canadian taxpayer shouldn't be asked to pay more. 
i 
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~Pape 10, The HeraM, Tuesday, October-. 10, 1978 - 
:,J'ob training program offered her eil 
The Canada Employment 
and Immigration Com- 
nd~don is prepared to offer 
at lmnt 14.~ million to B.C. 
and Yukon employers this 
winter if they will give on- 
theJob e~)erieece to young 
people through the Com- 
mbudon's Job W.xpedonon 
Training Progrsm (JET): 
Dave Sparrow, manager o~ 
the Turrsce Canada Em- 
ployment Centre, says the 
JW.T incentive to hire 
unemployed ~outh comes !n 
a tl.50 per hour wage suu- 
aldy for a period of up to 26 
weeks. 
Sparrow said the JET 
program was onersted on a 
Fisherman awarded program l ea  frank 
, •effort to. nuy some ex- 
at, perienee for these young $250,000 settleme . . . .  
• -~'-,.-ent a' '~ Is  to many afford"it: Some_tlmm lt 'wu 
moderate.scal~ net year, unemployment levek which "fo/'theeespo~mo~gr0Ul~S By" Sparrow also said the '"It'sagcodopporttmityto ~,w:.. vr- -  clear the ,lIST program 
with~redsuceses .  " aretgenerallyinth.eTtoS..pe.r any standard, the rules paperwork Involved was' assess potential permanent mpl~eenJ~,T ]Rrolpram last tur~d. ~_t~,ne~'(,yo~__ 
"~ 'Reg i~-~- 'we-  ba-d a ' ~ range, you g.now mat, Roveroing the JET program dmple - one short eontrset employees, and getting a _ ~_ . . . .  ~.o. ,n ,~r cant of worXer- tney, o wen j~ 
target of encouraging era- joo .c .rea.uon...pl'ojecm a.nu ~ simple, Sparrow said, form; amonthiywageclaim' cash rebate in ihe order'of ]tl~u'mm~ . . . .  r - -  r . , ,  . n m u a v  , , . . . .  
Ployera to hire some ]L,mU. speem, meenuves to In -  JET Contracts are for un to form; sad an evaluation 1240 per month per trainee emplbye~ .hir~l..__?ee~waU~se ' "ld'a'~'cia'Stanlay' 0f ' the 
youn~peoldebetwecal§ana d~. try a re . l ry .  But 26 weeks employment a't a questionaire to ba completed doesn't hurt either, persunbutdeclmmm • Terrsce. Canlda ~la. 
24, but 'the program helped when y.ou ]enx at me.y.~.m maximum 40 hours per at the end of the contract, especially for smaller era- subold£. . . ,  ployment Centre "hall been 
get Jobs,or over=,500. This unemployment ra e, wmenls week. Trslnees, between 15 While .the Intent of the p layers." ,  . ' "It ws.s. ,app_a, re.n~,, appelntod to help.il~terestnd 
year ~Ve hope to. encourage at least 13 per cent - and end24,muethavebeenout of program is to get more Sparrow esld tl~at the Sparrow ~.~9, u~,,t.~',~'~,,~,~,ae~lo~ers and tmilmm JET 
many more Jobs for lunar  likely Egher - extra efforts eehoei for three to 36 months young people Jobs by social benefit of helping empl~.~'s.f.e.zt,an _o.us~,~,.,~[~tl~ r thla winter. ' The 
periods of time. Depending are needed , Sparrow esld. and be registered at a promoting the active In. Canada's young labour force to c~ate m etr_.,own ~ phone number i l  ~134.  
on the .response from. pro: Sparrow' added that while ~anadaEmploymenteentre. voivement of community cope with h igh  unem- po~lUon and coma ~. ,~  .. 
~o~en, even,m~e money the wage incentlve la aimed The .trainee must I~. organizations and. private 
.C~,,~d be mace available ,, at the employer, the unemp,oyeu ann actively employers, the employer ~ "''~'~'~%~ . ~ ~  
| Bus!ness program ilaeif keeps the keying work for at least two rea~ some distinct benefits, program was restricted to needs of unemi~oyed youth weeks, , Sparrow acid, , young people, Sparrow, said upperm~t In mind, .-~. . . ' ' ' 
it's a q3eelal mc suro..tO,,when, you look at. inventory ; . "We have manycapablesa,, .', ut ~ ' ~ 0  ml r  "v  m 
focus on a spnclal problem, young .l~.,~e In our worker t h e  | Tel Dwoo!ory, H 
sk i l l  . and  experience." The qk , ,~UJE&~e, JLO~ JIM, ~ • . . . , 
aemmmwn.  ~'UiAk.AN,ORD~ER m4m • .'.; . :• i 
| VETERINARY CENTRE 
. . . . . . .  m, "He's been under a ire- lun't necessarily the only , ; ,  ~ l . . "  mendous amount of pressure enntaet, point for the JET ~8 
for the last two years. He's program. Chambers .of PEI'S BEAUTIFUL- 13S.1~1 .. 
been the ndme victim of the uommeree, commumty 
Test  d r ive  a l tmdatoday  a t  
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BREMERTON,  Wash. 
(AP) --  A giUnetter 
fisherman shot by a state 
fisheries control officer In a 
eonfrentation over salmon 
fishing closures was . 
awarded a ,=o,e0o out~. bern the p_r~n,e ~etl  of the . . . . . .  i - ~ 
. . . . . . .  ,~_ ,  . _a . . .  flah~-*, wars rates said seaeues ann agone m an • 
The flahermun William The shooting occurred - , , , - . , - :  ,,,e~,a,-,,,,,-.-.,. 
Carlson, had sned the state during a confrontation a~o.ene~rngee ~ get m 
for ;4 million, but attorneys between ,commerc ia l .  J~=r.as S . lmr  gro..upg...as 
for Carlson and the state told gillneltere and fisheries went. on to say ma.t t.ne 
demrtment officers near the empmyment ' commission 
m~u-~ef Hood Canal. T~'  Will p~.~de adm .inlstrativ e 
Kltuap County Superior 
Court Judge Robert Bryan, 
who acceptedthe s ttlement, flshurmm were protmthig a. ccats of ~0 per placement 
that an agreement was clo~ure of salmon fishing. ' 
reached Saturday for the 
lesser amount. Fisheries officer Howard. . " 
Carlson was partially Oliver claimed he shot  . 
by,he shoetl~ on Carlson because he believed .
Oct. 24, 1976. His lawyer, Car`son's 50-font boat, the 
Charles Yatee, says - Alaskan Revesge, was about - : ...... 
Cerlson's health has ira- to ram ,de 35-fast petrel • • ~.. 
proved since then but boat. ' ' . ' / ~ / ~ ! " ~  . . ~!~:~;* * 
• ' • , , .~,L~!;: '  
Report says strokes • 
with p ~,~;~: o . ressure . . 
KUOPIO, Finland They found hyper t . ion  i~"e~ !, 
(Reuter) -- Doctors running occurred in 45 per cent fewer .. 
'a big health project in east women, and 26 per cent 
Finland have noted a fewer men, than it did five " 
'marked rop in the number years before--suggesting 
of strokes followieg per- they are well on the way to 
sistent efforts to curb high tracing and treating almost 
blood pressure thronghout all the existing cases. 
the local population. Most important, hey have 
A senior researcher, also seen a 40-per-cent 
cautioning that the results decline in the number of 
ere still preliminary, says " . apoplectic strokes ince 1912. 
,imprOvements have also Stmkeafreqnsntiyhaveheen 
.. been seen in the amount of found to have a hypertensiqn 
" general heart trouble, background. " 
High blood pressure - " ......... ~" 
~Hypertension) has been Senior researcher Jaakko . ,~:/~-~ ..... 
firmly linked to cardiac and Tuomilchto cautions: "The • ~Y S~•~iii:/~.:~ ... .. 
vascular diseases, which are time b not yet ripe to draw . 
notoriously common in this any final conclusions, but the 
remote region where meat drop in the number o f  
people win a livieg from soil strokes suggests that 
or forest, remarkable results have . 
Or~inally thought o be an been achieved in. North ' 
ailment of technically ad- Karelia through treatment : ' 
vended societies, hyper- for high blood pressure." 
tension now has been He points out that the. 
recorded worldwide in beth stroke rate has dropped, " 
urban and rural commu- throughout he world in 
nitiea, recent years, but that the 
In 19~, the World Health decline elsewhere has been 
Organ izat ion  (WHO) slower. 
branded it as one of the 
major health risks and this The hypertension register 
year made it the theme of of the project has been built 
World Health Day. through regular examination 
To chart and combat he of the entire mkkile-aged 
situation here, Finnish population, at health centres 
public and private or during x-ray or other 
organizations have set up the public campaigns. 
WHO-sponsored North The improvement it 
Karelia Project, whose promoted in treatment is 
ultimate alms ere to bring striking. 
about improved ietary and "At the start of the North 
life-style patterus. Kerelia project only three 
'l~tnland has the highest in- per cent of the middle-aged 
cldenea of heart disease in 
the world, and North Karella men and nine per cent of the 
middleaged women were 
the highest in Finland. being medicated for 
Doctors have also traced hypertension. The number 
and treated hypertension, was gradually brought up to 
using conventional drugs 11 per cent of the men and 14 
and methods but helped by a per cent of the women." 
unique registration system Tuomilehto says the 
that has enabled them to project is also pushing ahead 
supervise more than 17,000 with efforts to cut the need 
middle-aged patients, for such treatment by cur- 
They have reported an 80- bing the accepted causes of 
percent return to normal hypertension, faulty dietary 
blood pressure in those habits and overweight in 
patients. ~rticular, 
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Paroel Piokup & Delivery 
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Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs-- Recllners - -  End Tables-- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DR ESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRIO'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
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i 
Tha  pa, n 
in the back. 
• maybe it's trying to tel 
you something. 
Maybe it's saying you 
should be more careful .... 
when you're lifting-:-that '~ . . . .  
you should make sure the 
w 
C 
It might even be saying that you 
should take a little time now and 
then tO do some simple exercises 
to strengthen your back. 
Think aboutit. And do something 
about it. For a. start, how about 
getting a copy of the free booklet 
"BACK TALK'-' Avai l able at your local 
_ Workers' Compensation Board 
office or mail this coupon. 
load isn't too heavy, and ,, - - ; l ea .  sendme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'1~___...~ 
that. you lift with your legs i---icop,eso,'B=kTa,,' ] / '~ ,~ 
instead of your back. . , , . , _  _ ~ ~  , .  
Maybe it's complaining COMPA,V _ _ . ~ ~ ~  
about the way you twist _~. . .~  
when you turn instead . ADD,ESS 
of shifting your feet and 
turning with your whole '~,:, " 
• - Mail to "Films & Posters Dept." at the address Oelow. - . body. s~,~' 
? 
- . , . "  , , . , 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD 
~25S i-leat~v ~eeL Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 3L8, Telephone 288-0211. i'e4ex 04-507785 
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New Sinks BHng Color, 
!!:: Conven ience  to K i tchen  
, : L  
;+ When you're working in alike tend to gravitate. 
i:i the kilchcn, where do you A sink in color makes the 
:-.: spend most of your time? kitchen work-center look 
:!': In front of  the kitchen br ighter  and  cheer ic r .  It  
~+: sink - -  as much as 70 per. d iminatcs  the old.fashion- 
i"~ cent of kitchen time, ac- cd, institutional look some 
~/~. cording to Kohlcr Co., a sinks give to kitchens. 
~:. leading manufacturer ol A sink in color can quick- 
kitchen sinks, ly up-date an older room, 
ill! For that reason, how the complemcnt other appli- 
: sink "looks" and how it ances, or accent a decorat- 
e. • 'works" are matters for ' ing schcme. 
!'i special consideration. A 'sink should not only 
~> Take "looks", for in- look good, it should also be 
:. stance. Color in the kitchen 
i~{i should begin with the sink. well-designed and able to 
i:".. It's the obvious focal point handle daily use and abuse. 
" of the room, the spot to Most  manufacturers 
ii!' which family and fr iends make  s inks in a variety o[ 
KITCHEN WIZARDRY 
, . ,  
A kitchcn that 's marc  
than a kitchen is a ncccssity 
for today's l iv ing.  Wi th  
everybody in the family off 
to something else, the hustle 
and bustle in some kitchens 
is enough to discourage ven 
the most pcrsistcnt chefs. 
All this activity, combinod 
with a shrinking amount of 
kitchen space, makcs many 
ki.tchcns end up as victims of 
the cluUcrbug. 
Through clcver planning 
and imagination, any ordi- 
nary kilchcn can bc trans- 
formed into a family living 
center. First, give careful 
consideration to lifestyles. 
Do you often gra5 a send- 
wich on tSe run, or do you 
like to have a place to kccp 
the shopping list and house- 
hold narcs, do light book- 
keeping or dash letters off to 
friends? With shrinking 
room sizes, it's not casy to 
find a spot to attend to all 
these nccds. 
The  solution to your 
needs may bc r ight  on your  
walls. Simple, multi-level, 
modular units like a wood- 
cn Parsons table built right 
onto the wall can exploit 
dow,  while nlso add ing an  
entirely new d imens ion  to 
the room. This look works 
particularly well with long, 
narrow kitchens, where scat. 
ing space is traditionally a 
problem. 
To avoid a cluttered coun- 
ter look, break thc counter 
into scveral levels. The low. 
er met!on can serve as a 
miniature desk and phone 
lable, while the upper Icvel 
becomes an eating bar. 
Cnreful organization kccps 
each compartmcnt togcth- 
er, yet separate .  Thc 
smooth, seomctric silhou- 
ette is as #casing to the eye 
as it is to work with. 
The sccret to planning a 
kitchen that works is to go 
for efficiency plus. Simple, 
folding counter-stools with 
soft, cushy scats, can be 
tuekcd away until nccdcd. 
They provide practicality 
and comfort without a heavy 
look. A pale, alabaster 
color, blcndcd with the soft 
touch of a suede covering, 
helps bri85ten window lam- 
brequins and scat covers. 
Wood- 
en taSle tops, treated with a 
stain.resistant finish, arc 
m~nt for spills and messy 
empty space under a win- caters! 
r m m m m  mmmmm m i m m m  m mmm mimm mm m mm mi  mm~ 
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colors, styles and hi/t:5. !~,Oh 
ler ,  for  instdt~u.'+', ,~i'tw ''. 
k i tchen sinks in 15 unl:~r.. 
e ight styles, itml <i,+.,'., ti~u; 
t:~n?:: I'+,U;I ;++ i:trg,+:, 4.1-h~uh 
4;,.,<l:tl '+:ii'n thr+++t: ++.,un,~t~>u.,-, 
C,'Ht1[";lllrf'%tl+ll;i, [0 ; t  I . '+)11!.  
i~+.tt : i .  ;'.Tdin.,:h .q~ ' IC!  '¢;[11~ 
di+~:+c,.,;.tl t,,,H,. It,;k.+'d ttt+'itt- rai~,:d c:~,l4D~.irltt1::l![.:~ lh;t{ 
ly ~.n',zt', i;i .~il:: c:.)rncr, a][Ow ca~k'.r instalkttiur~ or 
Fo i+dp +h:i h, mm h,ttd, , '  tiir+p,:~;tl un i t s  v~itht>ut 
m::n. th+r< .+,'~+ .,inks with changinL.' <.lrv, inpipcP,. 
Am)thor  ':nzd t(, casi,'r, 
ncatcr in.qall~+.ti:ms i~ the 
s¢lf-riznnti+~8 {'c:tturc many  
:;in|: s of  fur 
For lortg.l+'.Jsting beaut) 
: t t l . : J  < . t ' :4 t+ l 'do~v l l  co lo r  ,',lit+}5 .., 
i l l . , ,15t  (t, I1 ;111 +-+r+iHi lL+[c+.t ~+.;t:,L 
+~on .-,ink. 
• I }+1411 i l~ l t ; ( t  ' . . ,K~i  i r l} i )  t l~ ' J c rb  
ttBlllatchcd :Jitfa})jisi+,, k.',rt:tfl 
• c,>~t,, of  ac id - res i s t ing  
cn;m+~cl. And,  it reduces the 
noi~,c anti v ib lat ion of  gar-  
ba~c tl~Sl)Os;tl units.  
There arc a variety of 
c,-mverficnec features that 
also rmff.c ytmr kitchen !;ink 
"work"  better. Hardwood 
cutt ing boards that fit over 
di,:p,,:+al basins,  soap/ lo t ion  
di!q)~:ns,.'rs, hose and spray 
units,  pop-up drains,  and a 
vat ,e ly  ,~1" decorator - in -  
spired, water -sav ing faucets 
Today ,  s inks are mov ing  
out of  the kitchen and into 
fami ly  rooms and  recre -  
at ion rooms,  You' l l  even 
find them out on the pat io.  
it makes  good sense to put  a 
sink where the act ion is. 
Special  par ty /pat io  bar  
sinks arc avai lable in both  
enameled  cas t  i ron  and  
colorful  acrylic construc- 
tion. They ' re  smal l  enough 
to fit a lmost  anywhere,  yet 
large enough to add color 
and convenience to le isure 
Impact tc,,i:,~,;ncc. ;rod :hick arc all available, l iving, t 
gmmmmmtammpvammmmmml~,~mmmtmms•t~ anaamiaa laaaa l l i am-"  
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" 14AF',t D TO F i lqD ,~CR~I, XGI~ 4r~¢S two d,velllngs on 3 acres on Kalum Lake • 
TRIESTE sink by l~ot:te~ (+u t~,~Hs :ffp;(, (t~+v.+u,u!'fir•,-h at*3 3 |;O'd+ ~!,i;,~h .,t COk 'f, :T.d ....... I? ,~+-'. ' ~u~az~: ~ ?Ru~d'k+.drm .Pavcmenl' corn forlableSUbdivisi°nhome, qoodP°ianlal'wel, 716sprlngfrontage,fed, andWithl bedrm.newly decorated!railer to •• 
enameled cast u,xL .,',::÷:.'. ' + .... r: ,.' ' + " . "S' " • : . - .,,.,.:.,~ 't<.+ .,+~+ ~ rcn'; +++uS. VL+g+h It:.~n+,2 addition. E;.:tr~s are a storage bldg. Jnd  a chlcken : 
bage disposal unit C3!,t ,to,: ,. +n'+.t~htl "~ uh:~r': -. *. -+,r., '.::;,;~.4: , ,.'i. '. :- 4;" ,'., ' ::,' I,:';. 
p0salunit ElhITlldl hr,;'.h g,',':" .', '" ' " '  +:.;u+, ,,~ : ; . :t .+ t.:+:,'c +t ~ ", ,fur'. , , ,:. ". ," + I+ ",:'+,,',':, "I+' HVt'Vn S ~ hOUSe, A neot package l lsted +qr $40,000. . . i 
Centura WaterGuard.'~ atcr :,,' '";' Lv,,~, + ~ 132 ACRESo+ appeal inqland,  35miles east of Terraceon Hwy. 16. Hastwo • 
+m,n'-m~:'+~.'.~:~.~:::~,~<-:i.~:=-'?~"~+;V,:.r '~~ '.';.%'..!:' .;r~ ~'~:•;'::,'~'+ ~:: ~'-'-~.Y: : ,"/.+T."%'~~J,~);:'~++ '~'~ ." ~ crer:l%, ~.xc~:llen~ l:,uilding ~;iles, lots of birch and alder. Has acreage on both • 
sides ot thn road and fronts on beautiful Skeena River. Asklng $45,000  and • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .............................................. ' o+o, ;  ~o +.+r+ =-  
~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ + 0 ~IL~ + B "+ ~ ~ O Z Y ~ JOP~P~ E wit!; charm located in a good neigh- • 
bourhood, r~pl>e,~linq exterior tinist~ of stucco and rockwork. Spacious kit- • 
- -  "1 ~ qhen v,.iHi load•; (it ctJphoord space. Two bedrooms up plus two down. A 9 x 12 • 
,~i  -~'' ' ! ~Ioi+~:v~ checl i~(back y~z'd Come in and lalk to us about this reasonably • 
';"~ :,. * i ~ ,~,.i<:,,(l t~om~ +J,,st s~o,soo m_ 
• !:,,,:till. t ' ~'~ '3~,I~ +,.'.OFO, t+~C).-. A .~T&RTI+'£G STEP i 
i,iF ~;~'~: !'.~ br, 'gH+'rr +'?'<5~ ,r,+'.+h'~, wilh i~xT+i f rame addition offers petential for the i 
.. ~ ~ couple starling olf. Siluate.d on 175 x ~00 foot lot with room to build another 
.+> J ...... ~; residence it', lhe ful ure. ?4 x 30 ~hop included• Just $22,000, • 
• c¢:~.~.~>,- ~x.~,~ +~% . V;,C'~AI,Vl" ~ ST on i+~nner, api:,ro.<. 70x132 with ornamental trees along front m 
: - ~&~: ,+9 '~ OI propc~r 7, ,~.P.ml.view natura~ ga.~;, clty water  and sewer in area, and paved • 
"%+"~T:~,+. + ~,.: ' ':-.+v~, '~:'~ .. "~ ... ~(i:,~.~m.+7, ~:;~'I~'.~. ".. ~''T#'+~ '~!~" ~ ~ ~ . ~ =  ,~.~. " r'e ~t ...... ;"'"';'+ +';"~ ' ,~' GO[) D ~  v,,n d." At_tKNIGHTOF FERSdoesWlllnot be doPresented'lustlce toEXCl'this 895.1m. == 
.... ~- .P~' , ; : , ,~ , ,~  ~rr , , . , cu la i~  +,,vo bedroom 1969 • 12xS6 Knight • 
~+'~¢"~P '+ '~~ :~ '~ "!'railer. The Bxl~ addition prov des entrance and • 
~A~ :L: " ' Y' ~k~sior~ ~, to- he deeo-freeze and p~rtable dryer, • 
B;'~ f~ 3'  ' " 'S '-+:+*~'~" '~ ' " - - -  - -  [C~,~.,,~..,+. J...,+,,~....:~ .'~.~l~ etc. Si luated on approx. V~ acre, ful ly lanascapeo i 
~+~~+~+:~' .~.~ ,~.:~2~and f+,.-ed garden  area  greenhouse and • 
~ ~ - ~ i ~  ~detached workshop or .cou ld  be :use.d..f.qlT..fl+ ...... '. i 
~ ~ ~ i ~  ~ra~e~.  C~U US ~OR a~Pomtm~nr.to . . . .  i 
. . . .  I 
I 
I Spread the tuhlc m,, tt:c f l+,,r;u.:h pr,~,crb 
I quarrel will end .... 
I .  
• j Dou+~s ~+~,~ ' "P+#+/+ffE+}'  
I ,ALIBI +\ CI+b,+P,+++[:.L '~++ ... . . . .  ,, . . . . . .  + 
IMPS, "+\, .... •:;!i+++:c+++ @ 
I ~. , \ ) ;1 \  ', .++.  ' A+l/,+,m't""+:, G+ 
W.~.~- -++-  ~+t~x, ++~,+:,t- :,, 
A :~~+.+~.  ,~.I,31~.,,:, .... +.,+ ++ 
+ . "+.'.+,~ +,,.+, ~' • .,. ;+ 34. . +~:~ 
I 
, ~, A.B.  Le Page. L imited CoasL Coast  Rea l  Estate Serv ice  • 
L~ ' Helen GIIbertson i 
++++++++ +  + ..... o6 b1 ++ -." l a rge  fami ly?  Here is +i't+ ,~n++'.,+,'e+ . to xj++,~., p;roblott<, +200 ' .-," , Stan Parker i sq.  ,t. 3 bey.room sill;:, ,e,/ei i, ome wi ih  '/'~ uH l i ty  ~ ~,~,~) z~ ;~ . i ,~  m.,03t • 
base,~+eml .  ++.arOe +'+t~i~+ Semi -a l t~ched {+++'age P~ . . . .  Harry  Smith 
• 635.2826 i 
191 + ; ~/" -+ J im Duffy • 
we.  .-,.+ p.-,.,++ +,+', y ,,+.,,,+. 451+  ,3 . . -  • m • " '+ • "a  +' + 
Aski!tr: $40,000, Hei"e.'s ,/stir chance. CaJ  Ba:+rt+e or Bud ~+ p~? Bob Rlpmeester i 
"~ at  ~c 'CoB 's  fo r  appointirzent to view. /,~+~p" ~a[] AS+C ;~BOU'+ SUP OTHER L IST INGS• 635.2832 i 
":?,+,~,;;~73]~:j~.~+ ~[;j:~+~.~.~+~,,a~7+~]+,++,.:+m,+r+. +:;m +,~+~,;m ~s~ ~ F+mm i+ I~ tz +,~35 +it ~-+:+ ++~ ++~j +;~z :+'Lm ++~,++ g  m m m g m a m m m u u nm I l m m l l l l l l  I I~  
,.,+,,:,, . . . . . .  L~+++,, ,++:+v,.+,.+:+~' .... ~] ,~ [ ,  
' " "S  + :~+:, ..... , ' -m + 
!~: l ....L , i~+~ ~ ~:++:.~++~ ....... "+~ , :" 
++++ ' 4971  ++@E, +~B[++~+F,, Bo¢. ++++~' m 
: ,+~ ;; + 
+++,++ , '  ....... . . . . . .  ,, .... L + "++ *+' '+ + , .._.._,Ill 
Uplands area ,  four 
.,, ,+~,+,. }+:~¢;,.,.,.,' ~ . . . . .  OvP.r I..300 :ig ff 3 bl+¢~' o " . . ., OFFICIAt. I~L~C~ ,,R~.,,:~.~ ,,,.~,,+J,~.~. DELL~,[~3 ~ ++~.~+,+~,:rn ] b~.droom tar, w, *.-, I t.vdruom fami ly  bedroom bungalow, wif l l  a 
' ~ ~ ~ i f' 0 :I: ~ i ~ ~ I , ~ fireplaces, ;ov:.:i i+t,~nt?, v..4:,.~ fu l l  basement .  Br i ck  splH h,~nse, ¢I,'*.u I0 schools on 
• :,,;: ,%., ~ ,7 , "  ~ +" i~ lot, ¢lo,~t' I,: ,-.ch,,.:~i. f ireplace in l iving room 
+"+ U-h~:+~d:. ++r~. ~t , :  ntJ and fami ly  room, sundl~k 
~'{ " ~" 500 For h~t"lher i ~- with Ic.c r,+::+,r? ;:r;~ ,+.'~t ?:, . . . .  • Cr~r~++.!¢l ~or more in- ot f  k i tchen and d in ing  
i~ ~ort++ahun c:.~ll tk:s-.,.,t or room. Asking SS9,500. Call 
[:~ ¢ I+.-i ;'h,l 
I = ~ ti! ~;i~ t:omtm'taL~l:: '~+;:~,ilv Y,'.mc ~!.7.~;.: C+;tl Hot'st or 
J iM  DUFFT  ] , ,  j,+3~'.', '~':;,~,~a V!.~!:tgc C:~, 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY LTO• is pleasedto I : 1727 'Gyr~ti!c'+[•"~' ~'<' .!I~']~LS~ ..... <[i!;!;,; .. o : ,~ . . . . :  ~ ~ ,~.~. ,,,l~oo,,+. ,,., ,,~,.~o,~,:,,+. +:;,..,,,+o,,. 
• ' • , . . . . . . . . .  +++.  . . . . . .  ++. , ,  ++ . 
Jim is looklng forward to lervlng the. requlre_mentsof I 41 Hawk J+VJ~..~,B~ +l++,.,,,,O,~n+ ~i~ +'+~+.<'+,",'mm . .+++~.+x+u ~++:+; rf * - :  '  + : , ~ ~  +  + 
or Sale of Real Estate. I ~ ~,~,~-# + " 
Mr Dully may be contacted at our offices situated at 1 O f]:;, t +, ++',.,u,., ;~'+ 'm+;~++~t~+~+ ....... id;:¢.,(~.+:.;+:~".i;:+ .. :~": .:i~+~i.~ -.=:, t+ ...... .: .... ~.+,,.+ ~..,+,.,,+t,,~ + +~ .... ~.., :+' 
" "* ' ' ~ '::~ ";i.:l{t lrv,+t'l nqth 3 bedroofn$, ] Wightman&Smlth  R lml tyL td .  l sa fo l l se rv lce  Real : ~ .9  d ~,~l'~*,;?+l ." ~";'C~;,"+> r~:'++'i],Utf:'C'C~ '¢} ilCalltovic,+,+*h?Sne.wlyboItt 
'~ 'v  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +~,~r-' i(inq:pte.c:' [,;td ~tm!.'L';~ livln+q 
I Estate and Insurance Aglmcy• I 3~ {~'tU~ ~I~'~'• " ~;~'~.~++ {~t]}{) @ q,'t~m,; n~, i~:,"r+: ~,, land it,s? 
! __ ,  . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . . .  J • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I hls many  h*londs and acqwilntancos In tlmlr Purchase 
I 
I 
I . lly tactld   fices l eted  
I 461t Lakolse Avenue In Tlfrnce. 
Askin[I $S ~, r~,.'. 0. C+.+) ! i K(dlv. 
Sp~cious bung,Mow, 100C 
~q. t! v, ilh 3 bedrooms, 
C-~)'tT~t'~,, @¢OllOmic natura l  
i lo rseshoe :~rr++a, i~,ll'}. ~+~,~ h;.attng and fu l l  
3~/2 Acres  ,~u L;++kd:_+c+ Lake  
[ FOR SALE I : 
Exc Ikmt Ra 
~remnlndor excelkmt Imrkhmd, semo 0oed flmoer. X t 
~Houso ,  some e~be lMl~a,  om' l l s•  Tek~phone in- 
! stalkldtPowerevalilbie• Go4dlKIiolldnggraslng.iease S 
I i  avalllblt. WouM consid~ taking small farm In ;raoe Q qP 
~orproper tyeooMbed iv lded .  Some..t~'.msposslhle. ~ O 
IS  . E.F. White, O4meral Oeflvefy, i+aarview, Alberta.  
I Pho° I  494"2450' . ]  
J~.2 . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . .  - -7--- -"-- -+'-- -7" 
87 Cu.rr~++. - $7~},001} 
Why no~: cM] ~r.+ ~,day  @ 
fo r  your  [r+~e i~+~ra.i~(;l @ 
Dougla++ ~hramd " | ' z r farm~" @ 
WO Of fer  ~o~'vhm-~ i~t 
deve lopct f  1:.~,~ r. ~:+ul. , ;;,:<:,r, cnt. I ocafed close tn 
ii,~+n'~+h d" ~..'.;n f~c~d:.', +c,m,e carport  ,~nd sn,,',v:V: ::!" .4 ..t~d+c r;I town. Asking 
; ins!  o¢i ia~hirJ and out. Fc.nced lot, ~,~ag ,-u':~S': i,,ri:? oul'/ $30,000, For 
~ PcR',~d ""n ,~.it at ~5;*,00,3, borhocJd, Astti~q 3';%5~.0 ,note dotail~ call Horst or 
~M~t~ ; ( "  ~he :tetails Call l(t~lly ' Chr slel +~+--- 
l~ Requi red low down ] . ~ ,  
~ji ~+~.'-~'+Y, .~ ..... :b~ bedroom ~un~alow. A~- I ~ ~  
, l p,+ . . . .  + , ,++, , , , ,  flOURS 
It._you are looking for 
cozy, centrally located 
starter home, this one is 
worth viewing. SltuattN! on 
a good sized lot with garden 
area and sterage shed. 
Murlel has the details. 
Just right for big family. 
Large 3 year old home on S 
acres on Remo Road. Only 
lo minutes drive from 
town. School bus at h'ont of 
property. Has 3 bedrooms 
up and 3 down. Call Frank. 
APPRa|$aL$.-PRgPE~TY ~i~f iEtdE'~T @ 
, ,~, ~ ,,~, c +~ KELLY SQUIRES RN.7616 
LOT SALEB - D[~L+~PMEHT @ ~0~$~ ~G~[,|~I,~K,, - ~35.G3~'~ 
~@@" " "~ ...... +.2, '-~.-'~: . . . . . .  ,.+' ~ '+ '  . . . . .  "+ +"~""~"+~+'~:""  ,~ .... : "'~: ""':"+'': ' '. . . . .  - - -  -- ' 
/ .  
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
1~111 Kslum 636-7214 
I • 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 02.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 Single Copy 
cents per word. 
3 Or more consecutive in- By Carrier 
Nrtlens $1.50 per Insertion. By Carrier 
By Mall 
REFUNDS: 6y Mall 
First Insertion charged for By Mall Senior Citixen 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Ineerflen. 
Allowance can be made for 
enly one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cants plck up. 
• 01.25 mailed. 
CLASSlFIED DISPLAY: The Herald reserves the 
• Rates avai lable upon right to classify ads under 
request, appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED deternllne page location. 
RATE:  . The Herald reserves the 
• :!2 coati per agate line. right to revise, edit, dasstfy 
Minimum charge $5.00 per" or reject any advertisement 
ktsertlon, and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
TRANSl  ENT AD-  the customer thesum paid 
' VERTISlNG: for the advertisement and 
13.60 per column Inch. box rental. 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effedive 
Odober I, 1977 
2O¢ 
mth 3.00 
year 34.00 
3 ruth 12.00 
6 ruth 22.00 
year40.00 
year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-63S7 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhill. 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
FOlntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munlzatlen. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
enly. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at in- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration, 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for thoee who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
IM.O~ per line per month. 
• 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are received. 
DISPLAY: Those answering Box 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to .Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
publication day. documents to av.old loss.. . 
CLASSIFIED: All 'claims of errors In 
1:00 p.m. day prior to advertisements must be 
poblicatlon day. received by the publlshor 
within 30 days after the first 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH publication. 
WITH OROER other than It Is agreed by the ad- 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space, 
ESTA|LISHED ACCOUNT:. ~that the liability of the, 
Herald in the event of failure 
• ler~eacharlloof S5.00on all : to publish an advertisement 
N.S.F. ¢lteqees. or in the event of an error• 
appearing in the ed. 
Box replies on "Hold" HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Instructions not picked up 
wlthin l0days of expiry of an . Held on third Monday of 
every month. Develop: 
mental, vision, heerlng 
screening done. Please 
WEDDING DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
SS.00 predu¢tlon charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
Idctures. News of weddings 
(wrlte.upa) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.OO charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS:  
Birtbe 5.50 
'Engagements 5.50 
Merrlagea 
Deathe 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising 
I 
1 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
/1Met every Tuesday night at 
I In the Skesna Health Unit, 
Far more Information phone 
~1S-~47 or 635-3023. 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any  ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
5.50 of his race, religion, sex, 
5.50" color, nationality, ancestry 
5.50 or place of origin, or because 
5.50 his age is between 44 and 65 
5.50 years, unless the condition Is 
iustifled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Dept. involved. 
' i, 
The Catho;Ic Women's 
League will be holding their 
Bazaar on November 4 at 
Verltas Hall. The previous 
date of October 28 has been 
cancelled not to Interfere 
with another Bazaar. 
Everyone will be welcome at 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Rlpa Roller Rummage and Garage Sale 
AIImtkm Cmmeelllng to be held at Knox Uxdted 
• Crisis L IN for Church on Saturday, October. 
Women 21, 1978 from 10 a.m. to 3 
tlm4tlN p,m. 
A tee and bazaar will be held Legion Ladles Aux. Annual 
in Knox United Church on Snowflake Bazear Saturday, 
Saturday, December 2 from October 28. 2 - 4 p.m. Arena 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m...(n¢-thl) B a n q u • t R o o m.  
Dance to follow. Time: 9 .  1 
Order of the Royal Purple a.m. Music - Run Swan. 
will hold a Novelty Sale and Midnight munchies. Price 
Tea on Saturday, November $15 per couple. (1-S) 
I I  from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. (nc fin) 
%- 
There will be a meeting, 
Wednesday, October 11, 1978, 
8 p.m. at the Thornhlll 
Community Hall, In purpose 
of getting new Interest in 
Thornhlll community af- 
fairs. 
The Thornhill Community 
Club wil l  otherwise be 
folding due to lack of com- 
munity Interest. A new 
executive will be elected. 
Iqease turn out. 
Thornhlll Community Club• 
L l i rn  to Fly. Join Air  
Cldofo, Terrace Squadron Is 
Kceptlng applications fo~. 
Sefftemher. If you enloy o¢ 
thlflk you would enioy flying, 
r i f le range, outdoor, ac- 
flvltlel and are between 13.10 
yeare of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Jev TINI af 63S-7598 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
Saturday, November 4 
In Elks Hall. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa et 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
WANTED DONATIONS 
'The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating.. 
Call us at 635-2238 be~een 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL • BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon •t  1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Heldevery Mo0day at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They wil l  be pleased' 
to asslst wlth any senltatlon 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLiNiC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearlng tests wlll be done by 
referral from fatally doctor 
or communlty health nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
africa at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and plannlng for 
those ellglble for Long Term 
Care. 
AiD TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazeile. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guldance 
for vocatl0nal and seclal 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for haD. 
dlcrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
- Deep-in for componlonshlp 
& coffee • 
Monday thru Friday S-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
635.2265. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Orlnklng Problem? There 
Is help 
AvallableF 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donailons of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
CENTENNIAL  CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
h i l l l r  i t  the school, Sat. 
NOV. 11 from 2 p.m.4 p.m. 
For donations please phone 
~lS.90~t. 
December 11 
BAKEsALE 
4p.m. at the Co-op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian. 
School. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
"RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
AUDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK,  
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE.KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Speclallsta 
"insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATI NG 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential Painting 
Repaintlng 
sparkled ceilings 
Phone 638.1835 
(at4) 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
LlS.Se76 (cff) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the iobtess. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now'Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a-O6) 
GEMINI  EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
Ll~.34/9anytlme 
(A Ji2) 
Couple or responsible adult 
to live on small farm. Care of 
farm anld~als in exchange 
for small wage. No hydro, 
have ~:reek water, warm one 
bedroom cabin. 57 miles up 
the Nass River Road. Only 
Interested parties need 
reply. 627.7156. Prince 
Rupert. (stf) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews call Joan - 638. 
8392 anytime (Fuller Brush ). 
(ctf) 
$145 - 5350 part or full time. If 
750-4 1973 Honda motorcycle. 
Complete with saddle bags, 
windshield and two helmets. 
5,500 original miles. A-1 
condition. $1,500 (~BO• Phone 
567-4687 (c5-12) : 
8 HP Brlggs & Straton eng. 
Lg. propane space heater. 
Milking goat lt/~ yr. Sm. 30 
lb. buck for freezer. Call 635. 
9359. (p5.13) 
Used store flx(ures. Ex. 
Safeway Store,• Terrace. 
Walk.in coolers, freezers, 
display cases, sinks, scales 
etc. Refrigeration com- 
pressors. Phone Prince 
George Refrigeration. 563. 
6426. (p5-16) ! 
An antique wood stove for 
$200. And a large wood 
cookstove for $300. Both are 
in very good ~condition• 
Phone 635.2485 after 6 p,m. 
(p3.12) 
Corner sectiona~ chester- 
field, Green with velvet 
flowers• Asking !;,200. Phone 
635-6038. (p5.13) ; 
Stereo system. !One Akai 
GXC cassette S10D. 1 Akal 
turntable A.p003.1 1: Sansul 
stereo receiver 441. 2 Sentry 
speakers in excellent con- 
dition. Give your bids to 
Denis at 635.7207 after 6 p.m. 
635-9151 Local 238, (c5-12) 
Gunsmlthlng, gun repair, 
refinishing, rebluelng, sight- 
ins, quality wori~, fast ser. 
• vice. No lob too!big or too 
small, 
Queens'way Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 63611613 
atf-04) 
To buy or sell' Avon call 
Mary, 635.2517. (ctf.04) 
One large chesterfield and 2 
matchin8 large chairs. See 
between 9 a,m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Call 4294 Mark Ave. (pS-tl) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
WIll deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (notfn) 
Yamaha CA-1000 amp and 
Yamaha HPI ~adphones. 
Dual 1219 Turntalde, Pioneer 
8 track-recorder power 
tuner. JBL Century I00 
speakers. 300 L,P.'s apd 80 
tapes and accessories. 842- 
Will do house plans to your 
specifications. Phone 638- 
1502 after 6 p.m, (c5-9) 
Ispot CASH for used for-| 
Initure, household Items,| 
1guns etc. I 
| Queensway Trading I 
1 3215 Kalum St. l 
I ~-1613 I 
J~m&f  I 
you need It, it's waiting for 
you. How to qualify? Phone 
635.4244. (c5.13) 
aliN SON00L 
6RADS 
DE0111UEOS - 
PART-TIME 
CLERK.TYPISTS 
AND,  
STENOGRAPHERS 
Like variety? RecepUonlst dufle~ 
like greeting customers are cont. 
bined w~th Interesting goneral office 
work. Light dictation for 
stenographers. Work am0~. 
axtgenlal ¢a'eer mm end wmen m 
modem ~ ofllces. Good 
slartlng salary, meny benefits, paid 
vacations. 
HOUSEHOLO FINANCE CORP, 
daS~'J~ 
For Sale: 1976 Kenworth 
logging truck with Job. 
Phone 849.5349. (c5.12) 
For rent: 2 bdrm, turn shed 
unit and 1 bdrm. furnished' 
unit at 3936 Mountain" View 
Avenue. Phone 635.2577 after 
6. (ctfn) 
One bedrm, duplex. Un 
furnished. Stove ;,pater ~nd 
refri.qera~or inc",.tpd Five 
minute walk ;o ~'es Oc- 
cupancy lSth October. 
References please Phone 
635.2834. (p4 13) ' 
For Sale By Owne r. In Town. 
Side by side duplex• Each 
has 2 bdrms, upstairs, 2 
Nurses wanted for ear bdrms.downstairs, 1~'~ baths 
piercing on a regular part- and carport. Phone 635.5233. 
time basis. Shifts are (p~.lO~ 
Thursday and Fr iday 
evenings and all day 
Saturdays. Call Mr. ]5 ACRES with smal' ,ouse 
Michaels at (415) /91-2020. on the bench. Price v.,000. 
(as-g) Phone 635 4453, (ctf t, F) 
, ,  . , '  
• , ,  t 
~ '*  e ~ b 
Situated on Pohte Ave: Coz'y LOOKING. ".EQR',. ~TH.E. 1974 Blazer 4x4 K5 custo m. 
starter or retirement home SECU'RITY"'. " .... ""' , .  .... 27,000 miles. $4,500 OBO. 
wtlh extra lot 2 bedrooms, 1"  . secon Income i can '  Phone 63S-9765. (c3.5,6,10) • a d ' . . ,,, 
bathroom, I vlng room with rovlde? .• The- 'path' ..to" ! " =~ ~AVn i 
Sid ng g ass door to rear. ' security.Is'only a deC.Ilion -- 1~o7^ i= Dnrador L0wl 
pat o, d ning area in kitchen.. and a'.' 'honecall:. bwayt We I : ; :=. :  ;-:;~=,,.~o , , , , I  
ano porcn wtln ,aunory train you,": . -•'  . . . .  :"' . . . .  .'ldittnn ~hnne | 
facil ties Electric heat pho~qtwl'lte.l~cal~'.mw.aY i . . . . . . . .  "',,-c-c.~,,~ I 
House has new cedar siding • distribut~r. ~;..a, nd.. : ' I _• .  . . . . . .  ~ I 
on exterior. Extra lot Is."Reyllolds ; '  84310..'Marsh ' i~sK rot Kay :~Kog~uno. tc=. I . 
for hoose & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. (c18.31) 
Wanted: Garage to store car 
ft)r winter munths ur one or 
lwo bdrm. house with 
garage, Phone 635-5363, 
wcekdays before 5 p•m. 635- 
'sa e i  .1967 Mor..cedes: Benz. 
200 Diesel • lllClodes :.sl~are, 
rear axle &'-ti'ensmisslon. 
.M0tor • excellent, Body 
horrible. Prlce $i,200". Phone. 
630.5575. (p2,10)"I:: . ": • , 
For :So,e: 1;7o 0edg-. 
Tradesman Van: Llke new. 4 
spd, "overdrive, .~5.,., :six : 
9636 after 5 p.m. and cylindi~r. "~,00o k'lm;"~Supe r 
weekends. (c5-12) .... price. Phone.;63Sj~,7~, (pS-l~) 
Require 3 bdrm. houee or '  1974 Maverick:! '6' cyJlnder 
mobile home to rent Ira- .auto ant* :27,:ooo miles :: 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635-, i~.i~:~d~for'~U;c~l~l;:'Fh~';~ . 
4066. Responsible party with :: •~ '~0"  ((S 1311" ' :• "  " 
excellent references. (fin) T; "'~. - : i ' .  : . ' . i " , : -  " 
Retailor 
Office Space 
2 stores'total of 2ann ft. Can 
be s~perated to 1400 ft. areas' 
In choice location on Lazelle: 
Shopping Centre, Terrace;' 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939' 
Vancouver. Avallabe Sal~.! 
I, 1970. (ctf) 
Choice property for sale. 
Four rental units plus 2 
bdrm. house & work~op. 
Lots of lawn and 2 garden 
areas. 1 acre, corner lot In 
Thornhill. Call 635-3698 after 
6 p.m. or contact Bob Clark 
at Irly Bird. (p10.11) 
F()R SALE OR LEASE 
12x56 mobile home with 
12x56 addition on t~2 acre 
landscaped lot with fru;f 
trees and berry bushes. ~' 
bdrms., utility rm., living 
rm. with fireplace, dining' 
rm., wall to wall carpet..6 . 
miles from town. WIll sell or 
lease to reliable party. 
.Phone 635-3271 after 5 p.m. 
(sff) 
1972 Velaire 12'x69' thre~ 
bdrm. trai ler.  Expando 
living room. Furnished c~" 
unfurnished. 8'x16' joey 
sheck:Set up in trailer court. 
Phone 635-5228. (c10-9) 
197.1::G/~C ~.~:lb'hone 'nS - '  Rent or Purchase: 1972 t2x68 
• 3910 .:.': .Tp4.'133.~:"'."•.":;"/" . "' Paramount trailer with 
- "' " '" ' ' " ' fl.replace. Near stores and 
For Sale: 19~3 Ford. ~. fan,'. 
' 'c0m~)lete~vlthGemte~)~ F100, 
• $1,900 OB.O.:~3~'~l~;'.n!gh Is '  
635.2913. (~:4-13) " " • . 
1973 :v," "T, '. P.U.. end 11.;:' 
Securlty'.~amPer.' All. in 'A~I 
condltlm'.". Phone:: anytime.: '. • . ,  
• sch0ols.on private lot. Rent 
S2SS per me. with option to 
buy or purchase. 59,500. 
Open to offers. Will carry 
second mortgage If 
necessary. Ph. (112) 762- 
4612. Write Joe Rorke, Gen. 
.gal., Winfield, B.C. (ctf.06) 
635.¢734• (¢5-13) . . . .  -- 
. . . . .  .;.:" ' 12X68 mobile home, • 2 
19;i6Corvet.toiP;$:;P'.B~,:L~8..•bathrooms, 3 bedrooms. 
englne'.:'$6,.~.':iPhone" 1635-' :" Completely or portly fur- 
T/62: "'(1~..~13): " '.: . . . .  : :'Dished, located close to 
: . ~',. ;;. ". .... ,, ' ." '  . . '" ' .  schools. 2 room JooY shack, 
.1974 t~ T.~ I~ lg  e P;U. V-8 false fireplace. Full length 
auto, P.S,, P; .B/RL,~pbly covered walkway. 635•4591. 
pricM. Rhone i35-42~. ('~S. ""~'~ . . . .  
• . " , ,  , . , 
13) 
19;4 Bulck CenturY: Luxus 
station' ~Nagon'. P,S;, P.B., 
new radials. O~ly; 311,000 
miles. Like new. 13,200 firm. 
635.7004• (pS.13) • 
1974 Ford Bronco. With 
FOR SALE ORTRADE winch, hunter'e epeclal. " 
4 lots 80'x200' each. Central. i Ph i l  435"3413';(Pl,0" I ) : .  
area of Thornhllh Will ac- ~ ," " ~,;:;,!r :!:::_ i ;. "~ " 
cept cat in trade or par t .  1974"Ford*ih';t~l~P,'U, Rakllal ' 
payment. Phone 635-3754 tires, eltctronlc •ignition, 
anytime. (p10.9) auto:  3110,..P.hont~ -95!0, 
(CI0.I0)':.:'.: ' :':,.'.:' " .  ' 
TIMBER 5ALE " ' 
LICENCE A.10196 ' 
THERE will be.offered for 
sale at public auction by the 
Forest Ranger at Kltwanga, 
B.C., at 11:00 a :m.  on 
Friday, October 20th, 1978, 
the Licorice A.10696, to cut 
50;000c.f. of Lodgepole Pine, 
and.trees of other .species 
I'ocated Tea Creek Road.. 4 . " L ,  ' ? 
Car~ f~)~ ~lJiH' 19~ I~'he~y. 1| miles north of Kitwanga C.R. 
Nova. 350 cu.. t~ Excelle.t 5. 
Business opportuni t ies  ~_nd!t~o"':.'~,~.Ur_~,'<.~. , One (1)years  wi)l be 
. . . . . . .  xtra mode", l;~mattel';~or eueam, p~- :allowed for •removal o f  
mm:::lnnge;a;rTe~ds, becon~e ,. 10! ,.:". ": : ~ :IS: ~; ~': ~;' (~(I ' ' : i :" t imber.  The successful 
your own independent boss; , : , . ,  ,, ,. ~!. ".:: , :i.:: tenderer wlll not be con. 
No obligations. Come havea 1976 .camero. ~xceuent sldered as an established 
coffee and give us your t condi~B.P,S,,P,]B,,O.~ad(, licensee for the purpose of 
opinion• ' 16,0~0mlles, ~196~lt~te¢7 . applying for further timber 
Place: Sandman inn p;~;:.('plFI|~::,:~;/. ' :  !~' within the Skeena Public 
:.. .. , ' ~ ' Sustained Yield Unit• 
. . . . .  ' , '  ~ . . . . . .  Provided anyone who .is (basement). 7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 1976 Dodge ;Van. ~Fully 
night. Ask for Corinne or camperlzed;Roofexflmslon. 
Lyle. (c20-27) S9,000. VIEW, at 4615 
Halllwell. :i P I~M , 630-S,I. 
(pS-!l) ..... . . . . .  
Herald 197s p~rd~.~' ..w 19., 
Plymouth ~ : ,Val iant .  
elaooHiedo ere.ohm. P,e., P.s., ,~, 
310 Val, SIN iroofend trailer 
le1 reull|e hitch. ~,~0 too.. c,,tI 
• .. 9404 afte~ 4p.m.  (c7.13) 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be: opened 
at'the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. ' .  
Particulars may be ob. 
tained from the Distr ict  
Forester, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. veJ 1B9 
or the Forest Rangel;, Kit. 
wanga, B.C. V0J 2A0; (al. 
10) . 
-..~;.,.~:, 
8AVE  !T!  ON NEW 
NJiZIIA  UTONIIAO K 
I 117o. DATSUN 18001 1 I  oilBff NEW LONG BOX .... ! .  urea [vou=wnq 
2 Dr . I rdtop. TRUCK :: I Pn TRUNK 
A," .V nice I " ,a l  c,,,,y J0HW0AB P.U. .ow w,,,.,-,.. s Ton , i miO~.'mekor 
mileago. 
, I  . ,  - -  
1974 PLYMOUTH 
CRICKET 
4 Door Aulo. Low Mileag e 
j $2,400 
1018 FORD 
E00NOUHE VAN 
All Radial T im.  
'U00 
1974 Dedp i 1010 0elaei 
Monqe °r*i 1 s2,UM I1,1111 
1913 T0/ota 0M0 Jimm I 
0,':~qa H 
;OUpe lots of extras 41k' 
81,200 I u ee 
• : 10"/4 i 1016 Sunbird 
'menlo 0arlo Ponllao 
Idr C, end., I s SPeed 
P#, loaded I 
IS I IN3 wi ,i 1016 Ilad  
U,  ~ iJep- Rolar| FH 
sun 
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/ Freezing apples 
, , , ,  , .~ ,~!  . ~  :'-='! 
.... . . . .  ,..".: I, Roe Pongracz wlll not be' ~r~i  ~ .  . 
~MBERSALE : ' '  : ':.,respo~sl~le for:any bllls or ! ' ,~  " "~ ~:~~, . : ........... 
' LICENCEA.It'/'~ '.::debts incorred:i~" m,/wlfe, "~F~: :  I :;/;i ::: :" 
~ be offered for:.. as of .this date:"October 2, *"l 
Nde 8t pUbiC aucUon ~ ~e :: 1978. if::: ' :~, : ~. ~ ~  . . , : : ~ . , ~ .  . . . . . .  , .... 
MI Im~ at Prince Ran Pongracz. (p10.13) ' ~ ~ ~  
Ru[m't, B,C, at 11:00 8.m. on ' .  " " '" 
November ~4, 10'/8, the ; i ~ "~ 
UeeaeeA.10m, toeutN ~ i  .,,,,,~. l~ ,,, 
C~tr  located at VCL N. One seven year old Arab 8 ¢~ ~ 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAI  Stan Lee and John eomi ta  
Boundary ,of Lot S0~ in the "~,Oou~l~eg is ,e red  i - -~  
vicinity of Dyne Lake. W#.II 5rok~]A,p00. ' .', 
Two (S)years will be ~gne..roGr:,.,~. eS?~."0ld.~ Arab ¢ allowed • for removal of mare,~;:D~!~, reglsfered. ~ . r so~o~Ts~,  ~kY  ~e_ / i  ~..~V~,T~,~-m-~" I .-..~°- XU--~U-~- .... '~ ,~ l~k 
Provided uyene who Is One 6 month filly. Canadian " lal:w#'D Toc~LL, ~ I~;~Y////~/~.~=m~.-ma~l:...~'T..'~..:J - . " / /~1~'~~ %1 
tl~ll~elll ~ to nttencl~ thelubl~taueiloun $1,$)0.reglstered' Sh0w prospects, i* i "" 
Nskd teadm*, io be olp~ed One"l~d c01f, 3 months. 
at the hour of a~Uea and Registration 'p0ndlng. 1900. ' 
mm~l a one bid. Financing available, Dave 
Psrfle~sm may be o~ Burns, R,R, 6, Kepple Rd,,' 
taiMd from the Regional Prince Geoi.Oe. (c3.10) 
'M|naser ,  Market Place, ,, " " 
Prlnea Rupert, V8J 1E0 or 5 yr. old registered Morgan 
tbeFm'utRani~r ,  B~315, gelding; Keer's Warrior . Why put apples in the the syrup using a cup of 
Hlmdtea, B.~, V0J 1Y0. (oct Further in~ormafl0n phone freezer when you can buy sugar to 2 cups of water. 
,'$,10,17,~4,$I, NOV 7,14,31) .&la-l~,4 ~. ~.6~I090.: (C21,31) them fresh the year around? Add I12 teaspoon pew. 
• :~ ""': ' ~ ~ ' ~ The bent mason is to hoard dered ucorbin acld to each 
l lmmJ  ho, r  Jmuhaon favorite va.eties the* may of syrup and heat 
.~., ~-...; . . not be available later in the to 180 degrees. Dip the 
If  you've been thinking sent  telephone service, de- ' year. Many popular vari- drained apple slices into 
about in~lating your home, slgnedt0answeryourques- etiea for cooking and baking the s immering syrup and 
.but e rasure  where to be- lions con'cei'ning home insu- such as Baldwin, Northern simmer $ minutes. Cool the DOONESBURY by GarryTrudeau 
.Bin, the HEATLINE could lation'"afid" general house- Spy, Newtown P ipp in ,  apples qulekly. (Plunge the ' Rhode Island Greening and pan of dpples Intoa sink full 
:be of value to you. hold enei:gy" Conservation. York Imperial are available o'f lee water. This prevents 
I ts  a free federal govern- ~he HEATLINE'S trained during the fall months. How- over.cooking.)  Pack the 7~'~$/~1q ~,A~,~,4~ H 
personnel also provide in- ever, beceuse'of demand for apple slices with the syrup KeaTS7 ~ 8//7" ~/  /.0/9 0 / :O~/~/~ [I 
I | formation on the various them for commereial pro- in which they were cooked, .~0~,~!  ~AC-  I 0e~V/~.~- I I  £~0~e z/~0LerpeYP /m~_.~/- ~,nY  
II . . . .  I federalandprovincialgrant cessing they areleureadlly into containers that can be HTU/~ 7~Y~ m/~rr? ~ , ~ ~ l l  ~ w~.~ ~ ~m~ 
and loan programs available available in later months of sealed tightly. Leave head /~ J JER~ 70~IN L X .~Rt~?  ///~_~l~k'T .... i~PL~? 7 f~, /~.  
MOBILEHOME8 to assist homeowners with the year. space of 112 inch for pint p,~e,,J'Uff..~lY/~t/~il ,4e~':.. pC, v/~Ler~, I \ \ ~x,~ffi I#1 \ \ , .\ \ \ bk~v mobile homes from the costs of insulation. I t  takes about  two containers,  314 inch for \ ~b'YT/~VK~7~J~BII r" " 's "~."  dO". pounds of apples to make a. quart containers. Sea|. ~_~.  ~E '4~~,_~ ~YIXfV~ ~ ~ / ~ 1 ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  
quart. There are three ways Freeze at once. 
sugar pack or in syrup. Dry freezing and can be put in ! 
[ -  . . . .  ; - Canadians from all across, pack is done without the the  freezer unbaked or 
t up maa aeuverea ,~ ~atdM m~,l,,om e the country have taken ad- addition of sugar. The apples baked. Use your favorite 
t . . . .  ~'" vantage of. the HEAT- must be scalded or steamed recipe and if you prefer to 
• 'r, l l~  LINE's bilingual service, for 1 112 minutes before f reeze the pie unbaked, 
ne e t 591-510~ , " -~  Callers are welcome to call packing. For the sugar pack, dpn ' t  slit the top. c~st. 
sugar ia added to the pre- .wrap me pie earemuy mrc- i(Ct~ the toll free number as often "pared fruit before packing it in~g all air from the package. 
h . . . .  : as needed: into containers. Some cooks To bake, slit the top in two I MOBILt II0: . into pie pans for freezing frbzenpieina425dagree andth y. re ready to put oven.Bake about 60 minu- ,~~.~/~L~ /~l~,~.,~jqt~/~ T ~1 ~ ~ ~  ~ ,,,~,~,,~ 
M:~. ,~ tit)t? ¢~.u,t-lined pie pans. tea or until juices bubble Q~/~ .~,~.j • . 'V5 .  
, ~'resh ~ ~i) le  pies can be through slits in the top ~ f~L. ~,~VOTFJ~ttA~ 7H~Yffff}~UIMO~f/f~ t~I/F. ,~4~f-.N OFLdlF.. .,~l~,=~,-r 
'assembled in a matter of crust. " \ ~ e ~ - I I I / I  ,,....O~f_.~,,a.~ lilllqU~£:VTO#~e,,/ II//I.II \.,.~-.~ L~":'.~.~".~IIII/ 
minutes After the sugared . .  . ~ ~ t Y ~  II//I ~J~-X ~t~ illllllg ~ r ~fff~. llllllU f~-~ /WUof lU i~I/, 
• :' e frozen re tt  you nave a microwave ~ ' f f~/~/  ~] /~ appie SliCes ar ' : . . . . . . . . . . . .  refer to I / t~/~f  " 
I IMMEDIATE DELIVERY / move from pie pans and 7"7"" "':-- . . . .  • • ! ~ ~" 
, wrap in foil paekages, pre'-~:~:r:l~raee°zr~n~.nTa?t?roPleenS ,~t l .~~. ~ TOYOURLOCATION " shaped and measured for ~ ' . . .m ,ho.."~.a t, ot, o ;. o 
the pie shell late on 
, =r~ now .vaikble on our lovely14 wide and | uooxs . . . .  waD DO" "a  tot thmatter °f minutes--check ~ ~ ~ [ ~ t / ' ~ '  ~ ~ [ e  us  'and care book for '| 
I .doubkw~e moblle homes, You;choose your I of freezmg' prefer the syrup your model of ran e~ for 
I dKor ,  and we custom bu[~ ~o suit,. | pack for fruits thattend to time and setting. Using a 
,| Goveramut grant ~: .$~ ~ ap~ab~,.~ I darken, such as apples. The standard .gas or electric oven 
~| ; . ,E~Vln .couver  - raters, F0f I " cored" and. pared' apples are a frozen ~pple pie should be 
;., sliced.~ into a •brine made placed in a 375 degree pre. 
~"J~ J l~ Jc r~J J~ Jhdsp Jp~ro¥~|  j~|@ll$o pJ~loii~ I | with 3 Tablespoons salt to heated oven and baked for ~-~ ~- II ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
| i  COlleCt. / a gallon of water. Prepare 30 minutes'. 
/ | Parker Homosof CaMda Ltd. • 995.$447 . , , | f ~mm - - . ~ ~ ~ ~ p -  
THE o0r~ FR0~ X TO~ 
s ~ .411 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE sTATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
buslnmm be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Eox 111"/0, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Indepem.~mce In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. I~ percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cfl-T) 
"4t 
" ,  I! .- 
, ,  "q i  , .o , ' ,  
?"~ a. .  ~ -4~ ' , s  
. : : . . °  
Manpower  job  oppor tun i t ies :  
S.  C. 
( IE~.}... 
w/  
/ 
, , l  o 
. *o  . 
b ~ h ~  
COUNSELOR Z - BSW-ILhW 
or university degree in  
Social Sciences. $1~00 per  
.mo. 
PRE SCHOOL TEACHERS- 
Must be qualified with 
ce~tifieate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER - 
Stewart area. 
I~kDIAIOR REPAIRMAN - 
Should have previous ex- 
REQUii~E-D SEVERAL 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES ~ 
In Terrace. Full and part 
time k.d~ ... 
CAMP . . ,MA INTENANCE 
PERSON- Must have own 
tools plus previous ex- 
eri~ce. $10.1S ver hr, 
TOW I;RUCK i )RIVER'-  
st be .i experienced and 
haveair ticket. Commission 
perimce, or wages. ~-9.00 per hr. 
H.D. MECHANIC- Br itam~ --~ . . . . . .  -. ; - • 
testate- ,_. v . exnArienee,/~Min. 45 wpm 
C0mPENT~ - Tempo.ry t;~-'~ 4;® per hr. 
lob;-mm be learn.spurn or EO~"T~U~K DRIVER :- 
equivalent. $13 per nr . . . . .  ns .um~u Residentlal "Must'  have:~class I plus air, 
. . . . . . .  : ' - "  - ' ' r ' "  b$55 tri • - M"st be Tempo ar~Jo ,  per p. ,cemmerelat. u .., ~,:-.' 
J0m, neymsn. Union rate. LIVE INHOUSEKEEPER - 
:DRYWALLER S HELPER - Temporal~position. About 1 
Mlould have experience. U me, 1120 per day and free 
..per hr. DOE. room and board. 
SHINGLE SAWYER - Fully 
'~T .  PROJECT 
• MANAGER - 138 pet wk. to, experienced only. $5.00 per 
m.ordisate tutors, ~ '  SHEET METAL WORKER - 
GROUP HOME RELIEF Must be experienced. Ap- 
PARENY8 - Must be couple prentice with 2 or more yrs. 
to ralJeve rat, houseperents, experience, would be ac- 
e dlys per me. ~ per ceptable: Union wage. 2 
mouth !~ couple positions. _, 
CHILD CARE. WORKER WELDER : Must have DPW 
~hould have some behavior no. I. T~m~rary job. Union! 
sclm~es bec~tmd,  rate .  ~. 
t 
REFRIGERATION 
MECiiANIC - Experienced. 
Union wage. 
CABINET REFINISHER - 
Refinishing RV & home 
enter ta inment  system 
cabinets. $5.50-6.50 per hr. 
SilOE REPAIRMAN - M~t 
be fully qualified. ~ per 
me. 
MECHANICS HELPER " 
Mt~t have own hand tools. 
t4-6.00 per hr. 
BODY REPAIRMAN "Must 
be fully qualified wilh TQ. 2 
positions. (1 in Terrace, 1 in 
Pt, Clements). 
AUXILIARY CLERK - Stem) 
III. To interview and assist 
clients with Job applications. 
$1o~ per me. 
ADVERTISING 
• SALESPERSON - S, alary 
plus for commission, 
SALES CLERK - Retail 
Iothing stores. $5.$) per hr. 
Part time and full time. 
COOK - Chinese, $I000 per 
!110. 
PIZZA COOK-  Mature, 
clean cut person. Experience 
not necessary, $3,75 per hr. 
DOE neg~ two persoiis. 
REQUIRED SEVERAL 
BABYSITTERS - In 
Terrace. Full and part time 
jobs. 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
$138 per week. 
COED TEEN CO- 
ORDINATOR- Part time. 
Evenings. thh-6.00 per hr. 
PHYSICIAN General 
practitioner. 19-12 to 15-1-79. 
Peds., gynecology & ob- 
stiterics, 
4 REGULAR NURSES - For 
hospital shift work involved. 
Various stations available 
including ICU0 Med., surg. & 
general dutles. 
o.  
THIS WIZARD OF ID 
rr~ r~u HA~ ND~ 
L "n4,5,  
by ]h's.nt pm'~e saul Johnny h,trt 
- 
CATFISH by o ao = typing. ~ per me. .. ,, 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
ACCOUNTING TEe,,. 
Formal education in 
bookkeeping for S800-100( RECEPTIONwi  boildiogCLERK.M, t be matureand able to handle office routine & cash. $800 ~) 
per me. 
SALESMAN - Experience 
required. Must be familiar 
trade. Have " ', 
own transportation. 
t 
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7-Year-Old Boy 
A Bed Wetter 
By Abigail Van Buren 
19111 DIt ~1~1¢i00 Tnl~lniI.N Y HIIWS ~tlKI. i~¢. 
DEAR ABBY: I am desperate and in tears, l can't take il 
anymorel l have a 7-year-old son who still wets his bed. l 
have taken him to our pediatrician who sent us to a 
urologist. They both said there was nothing physically 
wrong with the boy. 
I have spanked him, taken sway his favorite TV shows, 
and even told him he eouldn*t play outdoors or go any place 
special if he wet the bed the night before. 
1 even tried making him wash his own pajamas and the 
bedsheet, but that didn't help. 
To top it all of f ,  my 4-year.old who stopped wetting his 
bed two years ago hss now started in again! 1 guess he 
thinks if his big brother does it, it*s okay for him, too! 
My 7.year-old quit for five days straight before his birth. 
day because he thought he*d get more presents, so I know he 
can  quit. 
rm expeeting another baby in four months. Then I'll have 
THREE kids wetting the bed. 
I am ready to give up hope. Please help me, Abby! 
HOPELESS . 
DEAR HOPELESS: il the doctors assure you that there 
i• nothing physically wrong with the boy, try the "Wet 
Ahrm" ISe•rs' c•talogue lists il l 
i've had h*,adt,.d, ol ,'cadets t=ll me that this ~olved the 
problem when sll else failed, I hope it works for you, hut il it 
doesn't quietly ch•nge the sheets and make no mention o| 
the wet I~ed whatsoever. No shaming •nd n• punishments. 
Just total ailence. 
ACROSS 
DEAR ABBY: I am a former GI, married to a girl from 1 Como, for 
Southeast Asia. My problem isthaf she keeps after me con- 
stantly to send money over there to her family. I have been one 
sending as rguch as I can, but it keeps me broke, 5 Word with 
Abby, we arc depriving ourselves ofthe necessities- like ladder 
a telephone and new tires for our old car. We can't even pay 
9 Corn unit some of our own bills, and she keeps begging and begging 
me to send more and more to her people. I work to support I~ Very 
her and that's all I can do. desirous 
Please advise us both, Abby. And thank you. 
30 AND DRAINED 13 Evergreen 
11 Bullfight 
DEAR DRAINED: If you*re the only one worldng in your 
family and ! assume you arch it's time you learned how to cheer 
Bay, "Enough Is enough." 15 Beginning 
Those who have money ahould help those who do not, hut of saying 
you should •llo¢•te • set sum to send to her family-- •rid n•t 
n dime more. Explain this to your wife. 17 
18 
DEAR ABBY: I always wanted my husband to wear a 
wedding band, so I saved up my money and bought one for 
him. He •cted pleased when I gave it to him, but he wore it 19 
only a few times. 
Every time I •sked him why he wasn't wearing his wed. 21 
ding hand, he'd say, "I forgot it." 
I just couldn't believe he was that forgetful, but when I
try to get the real reason out of him, he gets mad and won't 22 
t•lk. and I end up crying myself to sleep. 
I finally came to the conclusion that either he doesn*t 
want to be married, or he doesn't want other people to know 24 
he's married. 
Outside of this, he's a wonderful husband and f•ther and 
he s•ys he loves me. Wh•t do you think? 27 
HURT 28 
DEAR HURT: If he's • wonderful husband and luther and 
he says he loves you, believe him and don't look for 31 
problems where none apparently exists, or you might 32 
create one. 33 
CONFIDENTIAl, TO "YOUNG PHILOSOPHER • IN ST. 
AUGUSTINE, FLA.": For e~c.~y maxim e•presllag one 34 
phllooophy, you will find •notf, t.~ expreaslug the contrary. 
Example~ "The sque•ldug wheel gets the grease." And "the 36 
quaeklug duek gets shot." 
H o r o s c o p e  
Frances Drake 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
(~ .  = to Apr. =Fr@-~ 
All of the changes in the 
offing are not to your liking 
but cooperate with the 
inevitable and things will 
work to your advantage. 
TAURUS • • 
(Apr, 21 to May 21)1 I~1~'  
Curb a tendency to be 
aggressive. You'll accomplish 
more ff you allow you innate 
charm and good nature TO take 
over. 
(May 22 TO June 2b 1N 
Don't underestimate minor  
gains. They could be the 
begining of a string of good 
luck that will result in a 
change for the better in your 
financial status. 
CANCER 
(June 22t0 July 23) 
Keep plans, ~ thoee 
involving money.making 
schemes, to yourself. Work 
quietly and success may come 
sooner that antleipatod. 
LFA) 
(July to 
Your love l ife may be 
lagging now, but in a few 
weeks things will be different. 
In the meantime; your keen 
sense of humor wil l  keep you 
from being bored. 
vm o =) 
(Aug. 24 TO Sept. 
An unexpected stroke of 
good luck can change the 
outlook for the next six 
months. Be alert to op- 
portunities. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct, 23) Jlt..& ~ 
You cnn't burn the candle at 
beth ends without paying a 
price. Slow down - -  at least 
until you catch your breath. 
SCORPIO nI, 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Don't let a gloomy friend get 
you down. Stay in good spirits 
by keeping busy. Don't an- 
tlclpale problems that may 
never ~,  
saGrr rAmus  x~ ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) 
Where financial in. 
vestments are concerned, go it 
alone. This is no time to work 
in partnership. A lone wolf 
approach is best, 
(Dec,22 to Jan.~0) Yd ~"  
Look for an old debt to be 
pald, an Investment to pay off, 
a raffle chance to brag you a 
prize. Good luck Is definltely 
yours today. 
AQUARIUS ,-" 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19> " : '~ J~ 
If you don't think '' ,,rly, 
your love life could i~: :om- 
plicated by an enta,gling 
alliance. It is best to si '.:step 
temptation. 
PISCES ~.  ~-~, 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 'I~ ~T.  
The unpredictable is sure to 
happen. Enjoy every 
del ightful  and u~expected 
turn of fate. Expect to be 
pleasantly surprised. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
gift for leadership and a lofty 
idealism that makes others 
follow you without question. 
Your magnetic personalty 
gives you a charismatic 
quality that others are fast to 
spot and admire. You have a 
strong sense of r~b i l i ty  
and will never furl those who 
put their trust in you. You are 
perceptive, extraordlnurlly 
analytical, and so versatile 
that you could succeed in 
almost any field of your 
choosing, Careers In which 
you would find great hap= 
piness include: the theater, 
writing, painting, law or 
business management. Birth- 
date of : Harold Pinter, 
playwright. 
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ICrossv  
37 Italian noble 56 Foam 16 Stove. pipe 
family DOWN or derl)y 
38 Witch- 1 "l~wender 'J0 SttpI>ed 
hunting town and Ok( " ::;C ~',e:'a:.iUo 
40 Logger's ~ Shalce- :~:: Feed :,i~e 
tool '~pca:e'~; k ii b 
41 Prolonged river ~ GM oi 
attack :; C~at with song 
43 Ties • gold 2~; Wed(li~ig vow 
47 Was a victor 4 Most 26 llndid, as 
48 End of peculiar a lic 
saying 5 Box 27 l,'rl)it 
51Solemn 6 Stanlllli~l 29 Word with 
Legal matter wonder 7 Word v.'iii~ clog 
Make 52 Dies -- run :11) Single llniI 
beloved 53 Word with t~ Mo~quih:i~:-,, :1,~ Droop 
Playing soft for e~aml)!~ 3'1 ,%rl)his 
card 
Relative 
of ave. 
Waste 
producer 
Fine 
sediment 
Newscaster 
Rather 
Yodeler's 
response 
Commotion 
Museum fare 
Like a -- of 
bricks 
54 -- as a 9 Er,wntls 
hatter 10 Spread 
55 Visible II O,=t(h:) 
Average solution time: 23 ~uin 
,'19 Comediai, 
,Ie[ry 
40 ()live tree 
rL, laliv,: 
lhe .~llr f 
I~ Des Moines ' 
,,4al: ~. 
. ; : i  J.>i','.i J e r 
ch~si,)tl 
:H, itawaiiar~ 
i:J.'nhl 
if) ']'ralllph:(I 
4)i Ague::.'.; and 
i~,l~Me (;tt, llr.) 
ji'~ 6 i19 : ' |0 ' ] | f i  __i~ W 1714
- 12 ° 
~ 27 28 29. 30 32 J 33 
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Writer Anita 
Starting 
place 
~, g lE -  LA~ibci 
ll[~DLlOlll~_fEl ~1 P ~ '~ 
I~TE JO l t : IE$t lA i t ( l  f l l~ 
I-Ar~LEII21. ~_1_~ II.rJl ~ ~:):r: 
lii b 
.Answer to y(:sterday',~ i)d,';:le ~d) Gi~l'~; lia,~le. 
crYVTOQVnP 10-5 
W' I 'PMX,TBA XMBXK KWWJZP TX"  
, IBPU, I ' I{  AZMW UBA JPUKBWU 
: '~'cslerday's Cryptoqulp -- PRECOCIOUS TOT CONFU~E$ 
FIHE PROIi'E,%.gORS. 
Today's Cryploqulp clue: K equals S
'f1=~ Crypl~r~nlp is a simple substitution cipher ill whlch .each 
leller ur,~ stands for another, ff you think that X equala O, R 
will equal O tlwoughout he puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
aml words ,sing an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
.19 "HuthMliuS vi)wuls. ,~ohttlon is accomplished by trial and er ror .  
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